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A B S T R A C T

MANUFACTURING FLEXIBILITY IN THE JUSTIFICATION OF 
ADVANCED AUTOMATION INVESTMENTS

Sıla Çetinkaya
M.S. in Industrial Engineering 

Supervisor: Prof. Charles H. Falkncr 
August, 1991

A substantial amount of literature pertaining to flexibility has accumulated over the last 
decade. Nevertheless, there are several strategically important issues underlying this 
concept which are not understood properly, Understanding flexibility is made difficult by 
its multidimensional nature. Based on a detailed review of the literature we classify the 
conceptual frameworks on formalizing flexibility as:

• type based understanding

• change based understanding.
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We suggest the change based approach can provide a greater understanding of flexibility 
to managers whose knowledge about technological details is limited. Thus we expand 
Suresh’s (1990.b) capability-ease definition to provide a basis for the understanding.

There have been a prevailing discussion between researchers on how flexibility relates to 
system performance. In fact type based and change based approaches are two different 
ways of determining relevant performance measures associated with flexibility. We sug
gest a framework capability-ease approach for the analysis of relevant performance 
measures. If it is followed by a task force capability-ease approach can contribute to a 
greater understanding of flexibility which leads to the selection of more appropriate per
formance measures.

It is well recognized that for the future of manufacturing, flexibility is a crucial concept. 
However flexibility investments have been difficult to justify because of their high initial 
costs and strategic implications. Over the last few years incremental implementation 
of flexible technology has been suggested as a remedy for the investment justification 
problems, because it leads to lower annual capital outlays. We develop a m ixed-zero- 
one, nonlinear program m ing, m ultim achine, m ultiperiod , replacem ent model 
for incremental implementation of flexible automation. Capability and ease notions are 
adapted for modeling flexibility and a reclassification of costs is considered. Thus some 
specific aspects of designing flexibility are modeled in contrast to machine-level equipment 
replacement problem.

K eyw ords; Mcuiufacturiiig Flexibility, Justification of Advanced Automation, Flexible 
Manufacturing, Replacement Analysis, Investment Analysis.



Ö Z E T

OTOM ASYON YATIRIMLARININ DEĞERLENDİRİLMESİNDE
ÜRETİM ESNEKLİĞİ

Sıla Çetinkaya
Endüstri Mühendisliği Bölümü Yüksek Lisans 

Tez Yöneticisi: Prof. Charles H. Falkner 
Ağustos, 1991

Son on yıl içerisinde ‘ üretimde esneklik ’ konusunda pek çok bilimsel çalışma yapılmıştır. 
Ne var ki, üretim esnekliğine ilişkin ve stratejik açıdan önemli temel kavramlar tam olarak 
anlaşılamamıştır. Üretim esnekliği çokboyutlu bir kavramdır. Bu nedenle de anlaşılması 
güçtür. Bu çalışmada, geniş kapsamlı bir literatür taraması sonucu, üretimde esnekliğin 
anlaşılmasına ilişkin yaklaşımlar iki ana başlık altında toplanmıştır:

• esneklik türlerini esas alan yaklaşım,

• değişimleri esas alan yaklaşım.
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Değişimleri esas alan yaklaşım, teknolojik detaylar konusunda bilgileri sınırlı olan üst 
düzey yöneticilere, üretim esnekliğinin anlaşılmasında kolaylık sağlar. Bu nedenle çalışmamız 
kapsamında, ‘ değişimleri esas alan yaklaşıma ’ göre esnekliğin iki bileşeni: yeterlik  ve 
kolaylık kavramları tanımlanmıştır.

Üretim esnekliği ve sistem performansı arasında ne tür bir bağlantı olduğu halen bir 
araştırma konusudur. Aslında enekliğin anlaşılmasına ilişkin yukarıda belirtilen iki ya.kla.şırn, 
esneklik ile bağlantılı performans ölçütlerinin belirlenmesinde kullanılabilir. Çalışmamızda 
esneklik ile bağlantılı performans ölçütlerinin analizinde kullanılmak üzere bir yöntem 
lyeterlik-kolaylık yaklaşım ı önerilmiştir. Bir task-force tarafından uygulandığı tak
tirde yeterlik-kolaylık yaklaşımı üretim esnekliği kavramının daha iyi anlaşılmasına ve bu 
kavramla ilişkili uygun performans ölçütlerinin belirlenmesine katkıda bulunabilir.

Piyasa koşullarının belirsizliği karşısında, üretim sektörünün geleceği açısından esnekliğin 
önemi bilinmektedir. Ne var ki, yüksek ilk yatırım maliyetleri ve stratejik etkileri nedeniyle 
esneklik yatırımlarının ekonomik olurluğunu kanıtlamak güçtür. Bu güçlük gözönüne 
alınarak, esneklik yatırımlarının ‘ aşamalı uygulaması ’ ( ineremental implementation ) 
önerilebilir. Çünkü aşamalı uygulama daha düşük yıllık nakit çıktıları gerektirir. Çalışmamızda, 
esneklik yatırımlarının aşamalı uygulaması amacına yönelik olarak, yatırım ve üretim 
planlama problemleri gözönüne alınarak karışık-sıfır-bir değişkenli, doğrusal olm ayan, 
çok  m akinalı, çok  dönem li bir model geliştirilmiştir. Bu modelde üretim maliyetlerinin 
sınıflandırılmasında yeni bir yaklaşım kullanılmıştır. Esneklik özelliğinin modellenmesi 
amacıyla yeterlik ve kolaylık kavramlarından yararlanılmıştır. Böylece, esnekliğin belli 
başlı ekonomik getirileri makina yenileme problemi bağlamında gözönüne alınmıştır.

A nahtar sözcükler: Üretimde Esneklik, Otomasyon Yatırımlarının Ekonomik Analizi, 
Yenileme Analizi, Yatırım Planlama.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The 1980’s were characterized by the volatility in markets and the drastic improvements 
in production technologies. Therefore, firms in the highly industrialized countries have 
begun to adopt strategies for increased manufacturing flexibility in order to cope with 
shrinking product life cycles, ever increasing customer demand for a wider diversity of 
products, shortened delivery times, differentiation of markets into specialized niches and 
fierceing worldwide competition. Besides, as global competition grows, new manufacturing 
technologies should be applied to adopt to a rapidly changing manufacturing environment. 
Faster responses are needed to changes in market demand and manufacturing processes, 
and thus flexibility has become a key consideration in design of manufacturing plants.

Historically flexibility was introduced as an essential planned property of flexible man
ufacturing systems ( FMS.s ). Because flexibility in manufacturing without sacrificing 
efficiency became possible after the design of FMS.s. Now, computer integrated manu
facturing ( CIM ) is believed to be an important factor in achieving flexibility. Thus, 
a microprocessor technology underlies flexibility. However, careful planning of manu
facturing activities, an atmosphere encouraging innovative design, and an approach to 
continuous product improvement are also presumed to be necessary in achieving flexibil
ity. In fact, the implementation of flexibility goes beyond the shop floor and permeates 
the business systems of the firm. Therefore, the concept manufacturing flexibility sliould 
not be restricted to FMS.s. The generalization; a/mosi all production systems are flexible,
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but to a certain degree, is the origin of the idea that flexibility can be achieved in any 
system more or less. Throughout this study our discussion on understanding and mea
suring flexibility is not restricted to FMS.s. In general we use FMS.s as examples and 
mention flexibility investments or flexible technology referring to flexible manufacturing 
cells (FMC.s), flexible transfer lines (FTL.s), computer integrated manufacturing (CIM) 
systems as well as FMS.s.

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

A substantial amount of literature pertaining to flexibility has accumulated over the last 
decade. On the other hand, although flexibility has been a recurring theme in recent 
years, the idea is certainly not new. A historic perspective of flexibility from economic, 
orga.nizationa.1 and manufacturing views is provided by Sethi & Sethi (1990). In this 
study we concentrate on the concept of manufacturing flexibility. Numerous definitions of 
manufacturing flexibility exist in the literature, but in general it is conceptually defined 
as ability of a system to cope with changes effectively. Thus, manufacturing flexibility is 
widely accepted to be a hedge against uncertainty of the manufacturing environment.

It is well recognized that for the future of manufacturing, flexibility is a crucial concept. 

Nevertheless, there are several strategically important issues underlying this concept which 
are not understood properly. First of all, there is still not a consensus on a precise defini

tion of flexibility which captures all aspects of the concept. Many authors try to explain 
flexibility by classing it into types. More than fifty different terms for various types of 
flexibilities exist in the literature causing a confusion. Kumar (1986) states that, Ixicause 
differcut researchers emphasize different types of flexibility, the concept, manufacturing 
flexibility, is poorly understood. The lack of consensus on how to define flexibility by cap
turing its all aspects is due to the multidimensional and complex nature of the concept. It 
is clear that there is a need to standardize the meaning of flexibility, and do a taxonomy 
of flexibility which will remain as an area of future research.

Flexibility is emerging as a competitive weapon in today’s manufacturing environment, 
and thus it is accepted to be an important dimension of manufacturing strategy. If flex
ibility is well understood, it is more likely to be incorporated in manufacturing strategy.



Nevertheless, despite the fact that flexibility is extremely important, it is not a panacea 
for the ills of manufacturing industries. However, understanding flexibility is vital for 
innovative design, proper economic justification, careful planning, better implementation, 
and critical performance evaluation in order to have realistic expectations from flexible 
technology. In Chapter 2 of this study, we review the literature on definitions and charac
teristics of flexibility under the title Understanding Flexibility. Our aim is to emphasize 
the importance of understanding flexibility and discuss the relationships between various 
lines of research on definitions and content of flexibility concept. In general we classify 
the literature on definitions and analysis of flexibility into:

• type based understanding of flexibility, and

• change based understanding of flexibility.

While articles citing expected benefits from flexible technology are abundant some com
panies’ experiences have shown that the actual performance of this technology may not 
achieve expectations. Actually these failure stories can be viewed as the symptom of the 
basic misunderstanding that flexibility is a panacea. For an optimal design,, understand
ing flexibility is critical in order to determine the extent of automation, especially in a 
labor intensive environment such as Türkiye or when some other alternative technology 
exists. Even though understanding flexibility is necessary for predesign, it is not sufficient 
for success. Because flexibility is a design invariant under uncertainty, there is a need to 
measure flexibility in order to guide design specifications.

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 3

On the other hand, poor actual performance of flexible teclniology is often due to imple
mentation management. The lack of insight on flexibility and the inexperience of firms 
in managing flexible systems are usually among the primary reasons for this problem. 
Even if an appropriate design is selected, a performance deterioration may be caused by 
management due to the lack of a feedback mechanism on performance. Monitoring the 
effectiveness of the system after installation is a basic requirement for successful imple
mentation. Success stories on flexibility investments can not completely be credited to 
the mere introduction of hardware and software. Because adopting flexible technology 

is associated with a learning curve, continual improvement on this curve can only be



achieved by close evaluation of system performance. Since flexibility is a critical compo
nent of manufacturing performance, there is a need to measure and evaluate nexil>ility 
of the system. Flexibility measurement can facilitate whether or not the expected level 
of flexibility cind its benefits are achieved, and also can provide a valuable tool used by 
operations managers to reach promised performance levels. This explains why measuring 
flexibility is crucial for operations managers who are interested in achieving continual 
improvement and providing all advantages of flexibility during implementation. Thus we 
can say that if flexibility is widely understood and if its measurement can be ascertained 
in a way that is meaningful to the managers, then flexible technology can be implemented 

more successfully.

In summary there is a need to measure flexibility in order to;

• guide design specifications,

• evaluate investment alternatives, and

• set performance goals and achieve continual improvement.
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Measuring flexibility is an area of current research and there have been a number of at
tempts to suggest measures of flexibility. Based on a detailed review of the literature we 
find that these measures tend to be nonfinancial, local and isolated; focusing primarily 
on physical characteristics of the system. They ignore the importance of factors like op

erating policies and managers’ attitudes and preferences. In their survey article Sethi & 
Sethi (1990) reveal that very little work has been done to develop analytical models that 
deal with measurement of flexibility rigorously. Buzacott (1982) states that while quan
titative approaches to measure flexibility need to be investigated further, thinking about 
flexibility in a formal way provides useful and helpful insights. That is, all the underlying 
aspects of flexibility, including its multidimensional and complex nature, should be well 
understood before investigating quantitative approaches for measurement. This explains 
why we treat the problems of understanding and measuring flexibility in an iiit('grat('d 
manner in this study.



Chapter 3 provides a review and a critical discussion of the literature on Measuring Flex

ibility. In order to better understand flexibility a framework for the analysis is suggested 
at the end of Chapter 2. We call this framework the capability-ease approach for under
standing and measuring flexibility. The capability-ease approach explains how flexibility 
relates to system performance and also gives a crude idea on how to measure flexibility. 

In general, flexibility measurement can be done in two ways:

• Measuring flexibility as a value (total system flexibility)

• Measuring the effect of flexibility on system performance

Note that, it is meaningful to measure manufacturing performance by monetary terms 
when justifying flexibility investments. A proper justification process for flexibility in
vestments can be viewed as measuring the effect of flexibility on system performance, and 
system performance 's  the monetary returns of the investment project over specified 
planning horizon. Thus the problem of justifying flexibility is dependent on the problems 
of understanding and measuring flexibility.
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Due to the increasing recognition of the strategic importance of flexibility, there will be 
widespread adoption of flexible technology all over the world. In many instances the use 
of flexible technology can easily be validated conceptually. At the same time, it is well 

recognized that flexibility investments can easily fail economic justification. Articles citing 
the inadequacy of traditional engineering economic procedures to justify flexibility invest
ments are abundant [ see Kaplan (1986), Choobineh (1986), Meredith & Suresh (1986), 
Canada (1986), Falkner (1986.b). Park & Son (1988), Suresh (1990.b) ]. The realization 
that traditional engineering economic procedures are barriers to investment in flexibility 
is oidy a symptom of the basic problem which is the difficulty in evaluating all true costs 
and benefits associated with this technology. This difficulty emerges because rncuiy of the 
advantages of flexible technology lie not in the area of cost reduction, but rather in more 
nebulous and strategic areas such as shorter lead times, increased quality and competi
tiveness. The benefits of flexible technology come from tactical., operational and strategic 

sources. Benefits coming from strategic sources can not be easily quantified. This has 

been referred as quantification dilemma. In addition flexible technology requires a high



initial investment which results in high risk. As a result, notwithstanding many desirable 
benefits of flexible technology, flexibility investments have been difficult to justify.

Despite these criticisms of traditional engineering economic procedures, many experts 
believe that financial analysis is sufficient, and the use of traditional financial criteria 
is appropriate as long as they are correctly applied. Some authors conceive that eco
nomic justification should not be a barrier against flexibility investments because man
agers should be able to judge whether the gap between costs and quantifiable benefits 
is outweighted by anticipated nonquantified benefits [ Kaplan (1986) ]. Consequently, 
understanding all aspects of flexibility is important for managers who are engaged in de
cision making on strategic issues related to flexibility. In summary, economic justification 
procedures can be improved with a better understanding of flexibility and more active 
management participation.

Certainly, there is a need to modify traditional engineering (economic analysis as well as to 
provide active management participation, for purpose of justifying flexibility investments. 
In particular, traditional cost accounting procedures are not able to provide the needed 
data. These procedures are not designed to report economic benefits from a more flexible 
system. Thus, there is also a need to deal with cost accounting problems.

In summary, during the development of justification procedures, the problems to be dealt 
with are the following:

1. Conceptual limitations of traditional techniques to consider all aspects of flexibility.

2. Accounting problems in order to asses all true costs and benefits of flexible technol

ogy·

3. Providing active management participation within the firms.

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 6

Conceptual limitations and accounting problems have been approached on a theoretical 

ground. Required modifications are being made depending on the situation, industry



and manufacturing strategy of the firm. Within the firm a task force which consists of 
system engineers and managers can be formed in order to provide active organizational 
participation to justification. In fact, a task force should be constructed to play an im
portant role as a committee of experts during installation and implementation as well as 
during justification. Then continuous performance improvement through organizational 
learning and experimentation can be achieved as Jaikumar (1986) argues. Therefore it is 
important to provide basic frameworks on understanding and justifying flexibility, which 
the task force can use as a basis for its expertise.

In recent years there have been significant developments in the theory of justification for 
flexibility investments. In general normative models on economic evaluation and justifi
cation of flexible technology fall into four groups; suggestions based on:

1. Simulation models,

2. Multi-Attribute decision models ( Multi-Attribute Utility (MAU) theory and Anal3d,ical 
Hierarchy Process (АИР) ),

3. Multi-Objective Decision (MOD) models.

4. Mathematical Programming (MP) models, and

Chapter 4 provides a discussion of the recent literature on economic justification of flex
ibility investments. A special attention is given to three MP models: Fine & Freund 
(1990), Son & Park (1988) and Suresh (1989).
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Over the last few years incremental implementation of flexible technology have been sug

gested as a remedy for the investment justification problems associated with the one-time 
installation of flexible technology. Because incremental implementation leevds to lower 
capital outlays in each year. Furthermore incremental implementation instead of a one
time installation is more relevant in many cases since usually firms do not start from 
scratch. Suresh L· Sarkis (1989) report that a majority of firms are believed to be adopt
ing an evolutionary strategy of implementing flexible technology. According to them the



poor linkage between corporate and manufacturing strategies have contributed to the 
slow adoption rates in case of a one-time installation. Actually, scwtual tl.S. iinns w('rc 
not able to achieve the performance targets due to the lack of experience in managing 
flexible systems. In many instances failure in performance is accompanied by a failure 
in attaining strategic payoffs of expensive flexible systems [ Jaikumar (1986), Boer et.al. 
(1990) ]. Incremental implementation however, may provide a more effective transition 
and absorption of flexible technology throughout learning and experimentation within the 
firms. Therefore the problem of incremental implementation and integration of flexible 
technology is being addressed formally in recent years.

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 8

Chapter 5 is aimed at developing a mixed-zero-one nonlinear programming, multimachine, 
multiperiod replacement model for incremental implementation of flexible automation in
vestments. The model formulation is similar to Suresh (1989). Our suggestion is different 
from the earlier studies in that a new cost system suggested by Son (1991) is used and 
further refinements are provided in flexibility considerations. Finally, Chapter 6 consists 
of concluding comments.



Chapter 2

Understanding Flexibility

2.1 Importance of Understanding Flexibility and Scope 
of the Chapter

A large literature pertaining to flexibility in manufacturing has accumulated over the last 
decade. However, there still exist differences of opinion on the various ways to formalize 
the flexibility concept. Most authors [see Kumar (1986), Gupta &: Buzacott (1988), Sethi 
& Sethi (1990), Chung & Chen (1989)] agree that the literature itself cau,ses a confusion 
about formalizing and understanding flexibility in manufacturing.

Jaikumar (1986) states that with few exceptions, the flexible manufacturing systems 
(FMS.s) installed in United States show an astonishing lack o f flexibility. He also 
emphasizes that the technology itself is not to blame, it is the m anagem ent that makes 
the difference. Boer et.al. (1990) make a survey of the FMS.s installed in Netherlands 
and United Kingdom and point out the importance of flexible manufacturing system 
(FMS) im plem entation  m anagem ent to achieve the promises of FMS.s. According 
to Gupta & Buzacott (1988 the lack o f  insight on flexibility and the inexperience 
of manufacturing firms in managing flexible systems are among the primary reasons for 
the disparity between the promised and the actual performance of FMS.s. Primrose &
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Leonard (1986) claim that ob jectives of the managers should be the focus of attention 
while investing and m anaging flexible technology. Due to the structural differences 
lK;tween comi)a.iiie.s, rna,iiagers mu.st be able to determine their requirements for their peu- 
ticular application. Therefore, managers should have a clear understanding of flexibility 
in order to identify their objectives. Then they can evaluate whether a proposed  or an 
existing system meets these objectives.

Flexibility is emerging as a com petitive  w eapon in today’s manufacturing environment. 
It is widely accepted that flexibility is an important dimension of m anufacturing strat
egy [see Verter & Dincer (1991), Fine (1990)]. Managers who are engaged in decision 
making on strategic issues related to flexibility need to know all benefits of capital inten
sive flexible systems. However, managers mostly measure benefits in dollars and it is hard 
to quantify many of the strategic benefits of flexible systems in monetary terms. The 
use of flexible technology can often be conceptually validated. In fact managers are usu
ally expected to realize adequate returns from flexible technology without quantification. 
Consequently, it is important that top managers who are engaged in decision making on 
strategic issues, understand all aspects of flexibility.

Implementation of flexibility goes beyond the shop floor and permeates the business sys

tem of the firm. Furthermore, impementing flexible technology successively is associated 
with a learning curve. While the use of microprocessor technology is believed to be an 
important factor in achieving flexibility, careful planning and critical performance eval
uation are necessary in order to be able to provide continual improvement throughout 
organizational learning and experimentation. Therefore, the role of operations managers 
in better implementing flexible technology should not be underestimated. It is essential 
however for the operations managers to understand all underlying aspects of flexibility in 
order to apply this technology in the right way.

We believe gaining insight into flexibility can lead to better econ om ic justification  as 
well as better m anagem ent. Therefore throughout this chapter we give a review of the 
literature on formalizing the flexibility concept. We classify the conceptual frameworks
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as:

• type based understanding o f flexibility,

• change based understanding o f  flexibility.

2.2 FMS.s and Flexibility

Browne et.al. (1984) define an FM S as an integrated , computer controlled, complex 
of automated material handling devices and NC machine tools that can simultaneously 
process medium-sized volumes of variety of part types [Browne et.al. (1984) p:l]. For an}'̂  
FMS:

• com p u ter control

• integration

• autom ation

• diversity o f  part types that can be processed

are the key conceptual requirements. C om pu ter control is used to monitor and coor
dinate the work stations and the material handling system. Integration is achieved by 
information processing; controlling the production of individual machines and reducing 
lead time and work-in-process. A u tom ation  is replacement of human performance tasks 
by machines in order to achieve eiRciency while processing a variety of part types and 
increase quality. Automation also facilitates switching from one part type to another with 
reduced setup times. Therefore, FMS.s are widely regarded as a technological response 
to the ever-increasing customer demand for a wider diversity of products, faster product 
innovation, shorter delivery times and higher delivery reliability .

Actually FMS.s have been designed to attain the high productivity of well-balanced, 

machine-paced transfer lines, while utilizing the flexibility that the job shops have to
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process multiple part types simultaneously [see Browne et.iil. (1984) L· Huang & Chen 

(1986)].

Flexibility has been introduced as a property of FMS.s. In fact it is this property that 
distinguishes them from traditional high volume, process dedicated production systems 
like automated transfer lines. However, there is a common belief that a job shop itself is 
the most flexible system. Browne et.al. (1984) discuss the conditions under which a man
ufacturing system can be termed ’’ flexible” . They argue that systems can not be called 
flexible only because they produce a variety of part types or only they contain automated 
material handling. In the early 1980’s many authors tried to define flexibility in order to 
distinguish FMS.s from other manufacturing systems [see Buzacott (1982) & Hildebrant 
(1980)]. Actually flexibility is the essential planned property of FMS.s, but it should be 
understood that production systems that are not classified as FMS.s are not completely in

flexible. According to Gupta & Buzacott (1988) almost all production systems are flexible 
to certain degree. Thus, throughout this study our discussion on understanding and mea
suring flexibility is not restricted to FMS.s. In general we use FMS.s as examples and we 
mention flexibility investments or flexible technology referring to flexible manufacturing 
cells (FMC.s), flexible transfer lines (FTL.s), computer integrated manufacturing (CIM) 
systems as well as FMS.s.

2.3 An Early Definition of Flexibility

Mandelbaum (1978) defines flexibility as the ability to respond effectively to changing 
circumstances. He observes that flexibility in manufacturing is used in two different con
texts. One relates to situations where the future is uncertain and a response may be 
required to an unexpected change. He calls this kind of flexibility ‘ action  flexibility ’ , 
the capacity for taking new actions to meet new circumstances. That is leaving options 
open so that it is possible to respond to changes by taking appropriate actions. In to our 
opinion, action flexibility shows that flexibility is a design invariant under uncertainty as 
well as an attribute of a manufacturing system. Action flexibility is directly related to 

the design, limitations and physical properties of the system. However, it is indirectly
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alFected by operating policies, attitudes of the managers and management practices. For 
example customers may ask for a new product. If the versatile machines in the sy.stem 
are able to produce the new product, the system has action flexibility. But the system 
may be so over scheduled that products can not be delivered in the proper time.

The other context relates to situations where the system is able to operate despite new 
circumstances. That is, the system has inherently action flexibility. This time our concern 
about flexibility is called state flexibility. Mandelbaum (1978) defines state flexibility 
as the capacity to continue functioning effectively despite the change. State flexibility 
refers to how effectively the system can cope with a change, while action flexibility shows 
whether or not the system is able to cope with it. For example, if the versatile machines 
in the system are able to produce a new product (i.e the system has action flexibility: 
can take the appropriate action) then the question is ‘ what is the time required and 
money spent switching machines from one part mix to another? ’ . Thus we conclude 
that selected performance criteria should be used while describing state flexibilit}^ In the 
example given, above the performance criteria which are used to decide how effectively 
the system can respond to new product innovation is setup time and cost. Selecting ap
propriate performance criteria is a decision for managers based on their objectives and 

expectations from the system.

Similar to action'flexibility, state flexibility is related to the design, limitations, and phys
ical properties of the system as well as the operating policies, managers attitudes and 
management practices. For example, given a machine breakdown if the system can op
erate without increased work-in-process, this is due to the technological structure of the 
system, the proper scheduling of the jobs and the managers’ attitudes with respect to 
increased work-in-process.

Action and state flexibility are both desirable for a manufacturing system. Increased 
action flexibility and increa,sed state flexibility implies increased ability to respond effec
tively to changing circumstances.
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Buzacott (1982) suggests that any attempt to understand and evaluate flexibility of a 
manufacturing system must begin with consideration of the nature of the changes and 
disturbances with which the system should be able to cope. He also advocates Mcindel- 
baum’s study (1978) and gives a classification of changes as:

• external changes

• internal changes

Notice that Mandelbaum (1978) and Buzacott (1982) point out a change based under
standing of flexibility in order to clarify the effects of external and internal changes on 
the system. However, Buzacott (1982) also gives one of the earliest type classification of 

flexibility.

2.4 Type Based Understanding of Flexibility

Buzacott (1982) classifies flexibility into two types:

• jo b  flexibility

• m achine flexibility

Job  flexib ility  refers to the ability of a system to cope with changes in the jobs and can be 
achieved by increasing operation capabilities of the system. M achine flexibility is de
fined as the ability of a system to cope with changes and disturbances at the machines and 
work stations. Buzacott (1982) states that the most common approach to achieve machine 

flexibility is through providing work-in-process inventories so that stoppage of one ma
chine will not immediately force other machines down. However, this approach does not 
consider the negative effect of increased work-in-process inventories. Even though Buza
cott (1982) emphasizes that all changes with which the system should be able to cope, 
should be considered, his flexibility classification only focuses on a small subset of changes.
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There are many attempts in the literature to clarify what flexibility means. The purpose 
of these attempts is either to identify the benefits and key features of FMS.s that distin
guish these systems from conventional systems or to measure physical characteristics and 
to monitor the effectiveness of these systems with respect to a given performance criterion 
[see Gerwin (1982), Browne et.al. (1982), Gupta L· Buzacott (1988), Gold (1986), Son & 
Park (1987), Falkner (1986)]. Therefore several flexibility types have been defined along 
with the benefits that they suggest. Alternative measures for each flexibility type are 
provided.

Browne et.al. (1984) made the basic suggestion on classifying flexibility into types. They 
define and describe eight type o f  flexibilities, provide examples and explanations and 
also discuss measurement and attainability of each type. More specifically, Browne et.al. 
classify flexibility into;

• m achine flexibility

• process flexibility

• p rod u ct flexibility

• routing  flexibility

• volum e flexibility

• expansion flexibility

• operation  flexibility

• production flexibility

and they also indicate the relationships among these types.
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2.4.1 Flexibility Type Definitions

Sethi Sethi (1990) provide a survey of the literature on flexibility types and report that 
at lea.st fifty different terms for various types of flexibilities,wsMa/Zi/ several terms referring 
to the same flexibility type, can be found in the manufacturing literature. Since the defi
nitions of these terms are not always precise and sometimes even identical terms differ in 
definition between authors; Sethi & Sethi (1990) do an excellent job of carefully defining 
many different types of flexibilities that have appeared in the literature. They also discuss 
each flexibility type in terms of its benefits. Furthermore, they give suggested measures 
for each flexibility type. They follow most closely to Browne et.al. (1984), but make 
modifications in order to standardize the terminology. Actually they go one step further 
from Browne et.al. (1984), although their study is far from being a detailed taxonomy 
of flexibility. Based on the rigorous study by Sethi L· Sethi (1990), we give definitions, 
benefits and measures of eleven flexibility  types. Table[2.1] provides a list of flexibility 
types under consideration.

Sethi & Sethi conclude that,

• machine flexibility,

• material handling flexibility, and

• operation flexibility

should be called com ponent flexibilities, because these are the basic, important com
ponents of the production system. More specifically, machine flexibility is associated with 
the machines, material handling flexibility is associated with the material handling system 
and operation flexibility is as.sociated with the parts to be processed. According to the 
type based understanding, the production level and technological structure of the system 
provide the basic framework to achieve flexibility. Therefore these flexibilities are neces
sary components for other flexibilities.



Table 1: List of Flexibilit}'· Types, Definitions, Benefits and Measures

Flexibility Type :
Definition

Benefits :

Measures

Machine flexibility
Mcichine flexibility of a machine refers to the various 
t)'’pes of operations that the machine can perform without 
prohibitive effort in. switching from one operation to another.
Allows lower batch sizes resulting in savings in inventory costs, 
provides higher machine utilizations, allows production of complex parts, 
provides shorter lead times for new product innovii.tions.
*Number of different opei'ations that the machine can 
perform without reejuiring more thcin a specified amount 
of effort.
*Tinie and/or cost required to switch from one operation 
to a.nother.
'•■Ratio of tlic total output and the idle c(;st of a madiine 
i.e. opportunity of a machine to add value to raw material.
^Number of tools and programs that the machine can use

Flexibility Type :
Definition

Benefits : 

Measures

Material handling flexibility
Flexibility of a material handling system is
its ability to move different part types efficiently for
proper positioning and processing through the
manufacturing facility it serves.
Increases availability of machines and thus, 
their utilization and reduces throughput times.
*The ratio of the number of paths that the system 
can support to the maximal number of all possible 
paths in a system with the same number of machines

Flexibility Typ<' ;
Definition

Benefits :

Measures :

Operation flexibility
Operation flexibility of a part refers to
its ability to be produced in different ways.
Allows for easier scheduling of parts in 
real time, increases machine availability and utilization. 
^Number of different processing methods for the 
fabrication of the part.

17



Table 1: continued

Flexibility Type:
Definition

Benefits :

Measures

Process flexibility
Process flexibility of a manufacturing system relates 
to the set of part types that the system can pi-odiicc 
without major setups.
Reduced batch sizes and inventory costs, allows 
the machine to be shared and thus minimizes the need 
for duplicate or redundant machines.
*Volume of the set of part types that the system 
can produce without major setups.
*The extent to which product mix can be changed while 
maint¿i.ining efficiciicy
^Changeover cost between known production tasks within the 
current production program
*Ratio of the total output and waiting cost of parts processed 
for a given period.
^Number of all jobs that cannot be processed by I.Ik' system 
multii^lied by the probability that these jobs if fact will be 
required to be processed.
^Expected value of a defined portfolio of products that can be 
processed through the system of limited resources 
for a given set of contingencies.

Flexibility Type :
Definition :

Benefits :

Measures :

Product flexibility
Product flexibility is the case with which the 
part mix currently being produced can be changed 
inexpensive!)' and rapidly.
Allows the company to be responsive to the market 
demand and px'ovides competitiveness in the markets that 
are rapidly in flux due to the short and uncertain 
product life cycles.
*Time or cost required to switch from one part mix 
to another not necessarily of the same part typers.
*Ratio of total output to setup costs for a given period. 
^Number of new parts introduced per year.
*Total incremental value of new products that can be fabricated 
within the system for a defined cost of new fi.xtures, 
tools and part programs.
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Table 1; continued

Flexibility Type :
Definition

Benefits :

Measures

Routing flexibility
Routing flexibility of a manufacturing system 
is its ability to produce a part by alternate routes 
through the system.
Allows for efficient scheduling of pcirts by better
l)a.la.iiciii/?; of ina.chiiic loaxls a.ii(l a.l.so a.llovv;i to c o iit iiiiic  production 
when events such ¿is
machine breakdowns occur and thus contributes towcird the 
strategic need of meeting customer delivery times.
^Average number of possible ways in which a. part type 
can be processed in the system .
*Ratio of existing number to possible number of links 
between machines in the given S3̂ stem.
*Decrease in production when a machine breakdown occurs.

Flexibility T 3'pe :
Definition

Benefits :

Measures

Volume flexibility
Volume flexibility of a manufacturing system is
its cibility to be operated profitably at dillei'ent overa.ll
output levels
Permits the factory to adjust production upwards 
and downwards within wide limits against uncertain demand 
and thus provides strategic advantage to survive when 
demand is increasing or decreasing.
*How small the volume can be for all part types 
together with the system still being run profitably.
*The range of volumes in which the firm is profitable.
*Ratio of average volume fluctuations over a given period 
of time to the. production capacity limit.
*Stability of manufacturing costs over widely varying 
levels of total production volume.
^Amount slack capacity.

Flexibility Type':
Definition

Benefits :

Measures

Expansion flexibility
Expansion flexibility of a. manufactni'ing .S3'st('in is 
the ease with which its capacity and capability can be 
increased when needed.
Allows step by step adoption of the system for 
expansion and thus it is important for firms which pursue 
growth strategies. Hel|)s to reduce implementation time and 
cost for added capacity.
*Overall effort, time and cost needed 
to add given amount of capacity.
* Ratio of cost of doubling the output of the system 
to its original cost.
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Table 1: continued

Flexibilit}^ Type :
Definition

Program flexibility
Program flexibility is the abilit}  ̂ of the S3̂ stem 
to run virtually untended for a long enough period.

Ihniefit.s ; R.educojs throughput time, by having reduced .setup l.iiiK's,
improved inspection and gauging and better fixtures and tools. 
Provides tighter tolerances and thus better quality. Being 
able to work untended increases effective ca.pa.city.
Also allows simultaneous improvement of productivity 
and quality which have strategic importance.

Measures : ^Expected percentage uptime during second and 
third shifts.
Production flexibility
Production flexibility is the universe of part types 
that the system can produce without adding major 
capital equipment.
Provides competitiveness in a market where new products 
are frequently dema.nded. Minirni'/,e.s im|)l('nu'nl,ation tinu' 
and cost lor new products or major niodilications cd 
existing products. Permits an increase of part families. 
*Size of the universe of part types which the system 
is capable of producing.

Flexibility Type :
Definition

Benefits :

Measures

Flexibility Type ;
Definition

Benefits ;

Measures ;

Market flexibility
Market flexibility is the case with which tlic 
manufacturing system can adopt to a changing market 
environment.
Provides survival in environments that are constantly 
in flux. Allows the firm to respond to rapid changes in 
technology, customer tastes and product life cycles. 
Enables the firm to cash in on new business opportunities 
and thus, it is a competitive weapon.
*Time and cost required to introduce a new product, 
to increase and decrease production volume by a. 
sj.>eci(ied amount
^Shortage cost or the cost of delay in meeting 
customer demand.
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In a similar fashion,

• process flexibility,

• routing flexibility,

• product flexibility,

• volume flexibility, and

• expansion flexibility

are called as system  flexibilities and

• program flexibility,

• production flexibility, and

• market flexibility

are called as aggregate flexibilities. System flexibilities and aggregate flexibilities apply 
to the manufacturing system as a whole.

Sethi & Sethi (1990) point out that a sophisticated  com puter and inform ation  tech
n ology  and a flexible organizational structure underlie each flexibility t}^pe. It is 
because of this technology that flexibility in manufacturing has become possible witliout 
a considerable sacrifice in efficiency.

Evidently machine flexibility can be achieved by having versatile NC machine tools. Ma
terial handling flexibility can be achieved by having devices such as automated guided 
vehicles, robots and computer control. Operation flexibility is directly related to the de
sign of part types. Generally speaking, component flexibilities can be achieved by an 
appropriate design. Moreover, component flexibilities can be viewed as independent from 

each other and are directly related to the technological specifications of the system. How

ever, system flexibilities can not be achieved without having component flexibilities. For
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example, product flexibility depends on the operation capabilities of the machines, the 
structure of the material handling system and, the design of the parts as well as on the 
availability of the machines (i.e. proper scheduling). Similarly, aggregate flexibilities can 
not be achieved without having system flexibilities and the support of an appropriate 
organizational structure. Thus, there are several implicit and explicit interrelationships 
between flexibility types, and microprocessor technology, and the organizational support 
structure.

2.4.2 Interrelationships Between Flexibility Types

Actually, flexibility is a m ultidim ensional concept. Because of this multidimensional 
nature many flexibility types have been identified. However, if flexibility types are viewed 
as dimensions of flexibility, then obviously these dimensions are not independent. First 
of all component flexibilities constitute a basis for other flexibilities. This is because 
component flexibilities are associated with the production unit of the system, and the 
production level provides the framework to achieve flexibility. As a result, technological 
specifications which effectively coordinate the machines, material handling system, and 
the part types are very important, and a m icroprocessor technology  should be utilized 
to achieve flexibility without sacrificing efficiency.

One indicator of these interrelations can be found by examining the measures in Table[2.1]. 
The ration of the number of ‘ paths ’ to maximal number of paths is essentially the same 
as the same ration for ‘ l i n k s  ’ yet one c l a i m s  to m e a s u r f '  ma. l . ( ' ria. I  h a n d l i n g  f l c x i b i l i l y  a n d  

the other routing flexibility. A market flexibility measure suggested is the time and cost 
to change production volume. Isn’t this really volume flexibility?

The interrelationships and dependencies between flexibility types cause flexibility to be 
a com p lex  concept. Sethi & Sethi (1990) developed a diagram ( see figure[2.1] ) to 
show dependencies between flexibility types which extends the one developed by Browne 
et.al. (1984). The diagram indicates that component flexibilities contribute to various
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system flexibilities. These in turn influence the aggregate flexibilities as shown. Viewed 
from another perspective, the aggregate flexibilities, which are closely associated with the 
firm’s manufacturing strategy, dictate the extent of system and in turn, of component 
flexibilities that the Arm must possess.

Figure[2.1] illustrates that flexibility types have a hierarchical structure. Moreover, this 
hierarchical structure is directly related to the hierarchical structure of the system. Since 
there are many linkages between different hierarchical levels of the system, interrelation
ships between flexibility types are observed. However, the interactions between the hier
archical levels of the system are not easily determined. Similarly, the interactions between 
flexibility types are not obvious. This is why flexibility is a complex concept. Furthermore 
flexibility is affected by a number of factors like operating policies, management practices 
and technological specifications of the system. As a result, a flexible organizational 
structure is required to achieve flexibility [Ettlie (1986)]. But it is not easy to foresee the 

full effect of operating policies, management practices, and technological specifications on 
flexibility. And this makes the concept much more complex.

In an excellent article. Carter (1986) states that it would be desirable to classify flexibil
ity into types in a way that each could be considered independently. This would simplify 
analysis and design, but does not seem possible. Carter (1986) suggests that the advan
tages provided by flexibility and the timeframe in which they occur are both key factors 
in gaining insight into flexibility. Different flexibility types affect the system on different 
timeframes. This is equivalent to saying that each flexibility type provides some advan
tages to cope with specific changes and these changes occur on different timeframes. We 
have already stated that flexibility types have a hierarchical structure and this hierar

chical structure is related to the system hierarchy. In later sections we conclude that 

advantages provided by flexibility and changes to be coped with also show hierarchical 
structures which are related to the system hierarchy. Therefore we now analyze flexibility 
from another perspective which appears to give a better insight into the multidimensional 
and complex natures of flexibility.
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2.5 Change Based Understanding of Flexibility

2.5.1 Advantages of Flexibility and Timescale Decomposition 
of Changes

Carter (1986) states that each flexibility type affect production in different timescales. A 
rough categorization of timescales is given by :

• short term ,

• m edium  term , and

• long term .

According to Gupta & Buzacott (1988) short, medium and long term timescales can not 
be defined precisely, because these terms could imply different timescales for different 
industries. For example, short term may mean a few hours for a job shop, but only a few 
seconds for an electronic assembly operation. Actually these timescales are a function of 
industry, market strategy, supplier network of the firm, etc.

Carter (1986) defines the timescales in terms of several major processes that take place, 
such as the time to process a change order or to purchase a new equipment. He suggests 
that there are incentives for making a manufacturing system flexible and presents a list 
that indicates which flexibility type affects production, on which timescale, and what kind 
of incentives are provided. From another perspective, each flexibility type provides some 
advantages, and these are utilized in different timescales ( see Table [2.1] ). For example, 
the competitiveness advantage due to product flexibility can be utilized in the long run, 
while efficient scheduling provided by routing flexibility is utilized in medium term. Many 
authors have attempted to identify these advantages of flexibility [see Jaikumar (1986), 
Goldhar & Jelinek (1985), Huang & Chen (1986), Choobin,eh (1986)]. Most of these 
authors agree that advantages of flexibility come from three sources:

tactical,
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• operation al, and

• strategic sources

Advantages due to tactical sources mostly can be utilized in short term and thus are 
called short term  advantages. In a similar fashion, advantages diui to operational 
sources mostly can be utilized in medium term and thus are called m edium  term  ad
vantages. Advantages due to strategic sources can be utilized in long term and thus 
called long term  advantages.

Remembering the definition of flexibility suggested by Mandelbaum (1978) the advan
tages, that flexibility provides, are to respond effectively to changes. Carter (1986) em
phasizes that advantages provided by flexibility and timescale in which these advantages 
can be utilized are key factors to understand flexibility. Actually each flexibility advan
tage can be utilized in different timescales. This is because, an advantage is only utilized 
when a change occurs and changes occur in different timescales. Therefore a timescale 
decomposition of changes provides the key to understanding flexibility:

• short term  changes,

• m edium  term  changes, and

• long term  changes.

Gupta & Buzacott (1988) provide definitions and give examples of short, medium and 
long term changes. Short term  changes may be effective for a few minutes to a few 
hours. Frequent short term changes might cause significant production losses in the long 
run. Variability of machining times and equipment breakdowns are the examples of short 

term changes. M ed iu m  term  changes may have a timescale ranging from a few days to 
a few months. A change in the monthly demand of a certain product, where tlie long term 
average demand does not change, is an example of a medium term change. Again frequent 
medium term changes affect production significantly in the long run. On the other hand, 
long term  changes occur quite infrequently a.nd may be ('ffective ov(‘r a ])eriod ranging 
from a few months to a few years. For example, the introduction of new products and
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the development of new raw materials are long term changes. Notice that the terms short 

term, niecliuni term or long term could imply different timescales for different industries 
depending on other parameters, like processing times.

Any manufacturing system should be able to respond to changing circumstances in order 
to survive and compete in the long run. Short term advantages of flexibility can be utilized 
when the system meets short term changes. Similarly, medium and long term advantages 
of flexibility can be utilized for medium and long term changes respectively^ As a result 
flexibility with its suggested advantages, provides system survival and competitiveness in 
the long run.

2.5.2 Change Based Definitions of Flexibility

The definition of flexibility suggested by Mandelbaum (1978) is a change based definition. 

After Mandelbaum (1978), flexibility  is widely accepted to imply ability of a system 
to cope with changes [see Gupta & Buzacott (1986)]. According to Gupta L· Buzacott 
(1988) this definition does not explain what ability means and is hard to operationalize. 
Thus, they introduce two important aspects of the term ability; namelye stability  and 
sensitivity in attempting to overcome this difficulty.

Sensitivity relates to the degree of change tolerated before a deterioration in perfor
m ance takes place. In other words, sensitivity determines whether or not a response is 

needed when a change occurs. If the system is sensitive to a change, that is if a response is 
needed, then its stability  relates to the size of each disturbance for whicli the system can 

meet p erform an ce levels expected of it. In the above statement size of disturbance refers 

to both number of different types of changes and the magnitude of each change that the 

system can respond to. Briefly, stability determines whether or not the system is capable 
of responding given that a response is needed. Gupta & Buzacott (1988) conclude that 
reduced sensitivity with respect to a given change implies that the system performance is 

not affected despite the change. On the other hand, increased stability implies that the
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system can respond to various changes when a response is required.

Note that while defining both sensitivity and stability the term ‘performance’ has a spe
cial importance because they are a function of how  well the system copes with changes. 
Gupta & Buzacott (1988) state that ‘how well’ is measured in terms of performance cri
teria such as the production loss during the time taken to respond to a change and the 
cost of response. Thus Gupta L· Buzacott (1988) give a variation of the popular definition 
which embodies the idea that a good performance is expected from the system besides 
flexibility. They define flexibility as the ability of a system to cope with changes effec
tively.

We suggest that flexibility has not only two but three different aspects: sensitivity, stci- 
bility and effectiveness. We combine the effectiveness aspect into the stability aspect. 
Therefore we define stability  as how well the system responds to a change given that a 
response is needed.

For example, a system whose performance is not affected by machine breakdowns is less 
sensitive than another system that is affected by such changes. Thus, sensitivity is not re
ally a desired property. A system, whose performance is affected by tool wear and which is 

capable of responding to tool wear without increased defects., is more stable than another 

system affected by tool wear. Similarly, a system capable of making correction for tool 

wear as well as tool failure, without increased defects and work-in-process, is more stable 
as compared to a system that responds to tool failure only. Thus stability is a desired 
property. Notice that, after combining effectiveness aspect into stability aspect,«7no?/n/ 
of defects or work-in-process or both may show the stability level of the system.

In our opinion, the stability level of a system subject to a given change can be measured 
by performance criteria and this can be viewed as flexibility measurement ‘ for the change 
’ . Thus stability level expected from a system will depend on the selected performance 
ci'iteria and managci's’ attitudes and preferences. If the selected performance criterion
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is number of defects, then less defects implies higher stabilit}^ When the selected per
formance criterion happens to be work-in-process then reduced work-in-process implies 
higher stability, unless the managers think that work-in-process provides safety against 
machine stoppage. There may two or more different selected performance criteria. For 
instance higher stability might require both reduced work-in-process and less defects.

On the other hand, by its definition, sensitivity of a system subject to a given change 
can be represented by a 0-1 variable. That is, if system performance is affected by a 
change then system sensitivity is 1, otherwise is 0. Since a deterioration in performance 
is not desired, greater sensitivity is not desired either. If system sensitivity is 1 for a 
given change, then system stability level subject to that change can measured by selected 
performance criteria. Stability is a desired property because greater stability implies that 
the negative effects of a performance deteriorating change can be properly mitigated. In 
brief, decreased sensitivity and increased stability imply increased flexibility i.e., ability 
to cope with clianges effectively. This observation gives an idea about the prevailing 
discussion among the researchers on how flexibility relates to the system performance.

Notice that both sensitivity and stability are defined in a way that each is associated with 
a given change. Usually there are many changes to be coped with. For each change one 

must consider sensitivity and stability, i.e. the ability to cope with that change. Since 

there are many changes, there are many abilities for responding those changes. Different 

abilities for coping with different changes constitute the m ultidim ensional nature of 

flexibility.

Sensitivity and stability associated with manufacturing flexibility are influenced by several 
factors like  chara.clcristic.^, phy.'iicaTpropcvLics ¡md dc.‘iign of iJi.e system, operating policies, 
management practices and the attitudes of the managers. For example, an over scheduled 
system shows sensitivity to machine breakdowns. As a result, a significant production loss 
may occur if the system can not take a corrective action to maintain stability. However, 
if there is a duplicate machine as a design input and if it is civailable then depending on 
the operating policy the system may not show sensitivity against breakdown. When a
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performance deteriorating change occurs, a corrective action is taken depending on the 
past experience. Thus stability depends on management practices. Furthermore, since 
stability can be maintained according to a selected performance criterion, the aUitudes 
and preferences of the managers are vitally important for achieving the flexibility expected 
from the system. The effects of above listed factors on sensitivity and stability helps to 
explain the com p lex  nature of flexibility.

From this perspective, the performance of two systems (for a selected performance cri
terion) having different ranges of sensitivity and stability are comparable, contradicting 
Gupta & Buzacott (1988). Figure [2.4] illustrates how sensitivity and stability notions can 
be used to evaluate the performance of a system for selected performance criteria subject 
to a given change. While comparing performance of two systems for a given change and 
selected performance criteria, the system whose sensitivity is zero is preferred. If both 
systems have sensitivity equal to one, then their performance is compared according to 

the selected performance criteria. In the next sub-subsection we discuss another definition 

of flexibility and present capability and ease concepts which are similar to sensitivity and 

stability.

2.5.3 An Operational Definition of Flexibility

Suresh (1990.b) adopts the following general notion of flexibility:
F lexib ility  is the capability  as well as the ease with which a change can be accornmo- 
dated by a manufacturing system.

Capability associated with a given change can be represented by a binary valued param

eter. This means the system is either capable to accommodate the change easily or not. 

Here the word easily corresponds to how well the system copes with the change. Now 
it should be noted that the ease associated with a given change can be represented by 
relevant time, cost and other measures ( see figure[2.5] ).
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Suppose a machine breakdown occurs. If the broken machine can be repaired without 
spending too much time, then we say that the system is capable to cope with this change 
easily. The time spent shows the level .of ease. In fact, it is the level of ease that de
termines whether or not the system is capable to cope with the given change. In this 
example, if the repair time required is more than the available time, we say that the 
system is not capable to cope with machine breakdown easily. We propose figure[2.6] as 
an illustrative framework that uses capability and ease notions for understanding flex
ibility and call this framework as capability-ease approach for understanding flexibility. 
Actually understanding flexibility with sensitivity and stability is essentially the same as 
understanding flexibility with capability and ease. Figure[2.4] explains the relationships 
between sensitivity-stability and Ccvpability-ease.
Capability and ease are defined so that they are associated with a given change. For each 
change capability and ease must be determined. If a system is capable with respect to 
many changes then we call that system as flexible.

A system which is capable to accommodate all changes easily is an hypothetical system. 
If there exists such a system, its initial cost will certainly be too high. However, it seems 
unlikely that we could design a system which is capable to accommodate all changes 
easily because each system has pros and cons. In order to obtain the appropriate system, 
managers should know the kind of changes to be coped with. This means mcinagers should 
know what they require in their particular application. This is the subjective aspect of 
flexibility.

2.6 Summary

Understanding flexibility is made difflcult by its multidimensional nature and the attempts 
to classify aspects of flexibility into ‘ types ’ are aimed at dealing with this dimension
ality problem. However a flexibility type definition is really a cursory classification of 
anticipated changes followed by the selection of performance measures which indicate the 
effects of the changes on the manufacturing system.
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Since everyone agree that flexibility is the ability to cope with change a. more direct 
approach seems warranted. First identify the potential changes agciinst wliicli some degree 
of protection is desired and then identify the relevant performance measures. We feel this 
change based approach will provide greater understanding of flexibility to managers. We 
expand Suresh’s (1990.b) capability and ease definition to provide a basis for a better 

understanding and show that it is identical to Buzacott & Gupta’s (1988) sensitivity and 
stability concepts for understanding flexibility, if the definition of stability is changed 
slightly to include the notion of effectiveness. In subsequent chapters we will argue that 
the capability-ease concept has more promise than the other suggestions for the purposes 
of flexibility measurement and the justification of advanced manufacturing systems.



Chapter 3

Measuring Flexibility

3.1 W hy measure Flexibility ?

Flexibility is:

• a D E S IG N  IN V A R IA N T  under uncertainty,

• a C O M P O N E N T  OF M A N U F A C T U R IN G  P E R F O R M A N C E ,

• an A T T R IB U T E  of a manufacturing system.

F lexib ility  is a D E S IG N  IN V A R IA N T  under uncertainty:

Flexibility is a hedge against uncertainty. Thus it can be viewed as a design invariant 
under uncertainty. However, while articles citing expected benefits from flexible technol
ogy are abundant, some companies’ experiences have shown that the actual performance 
of this technology may not achieve expectations. Actually these failure stories can be 
viewed as the symptom of the basic misunderstanding that flexibility is a panacea. For 
an optimal design, understanding flexibility is critical in order to determine the extent of 
automation, especially in a labor intensive environment such as Türkiye or when some 
other alternative technology exists. Even though understanding flexibility is necessary for

38
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predesign, it is not sufficient for success. Because flexibility is a design invariant under 
uncertainty, there is a need to measure flexibility in order to guide design sp<x:.ilications.

Flexibility is a COMPONENT OF MANUFACTURING PERFORMANCE:

Poor actual performance of flexible technology is often due to implementation manage
ment. The lack of insight on flexibility and the inexperience of firms in managing flexible 
systems are usually among the primary reasons for this problem. Even if an appropriate 
design is selected, a performance deterioration may be caused by management due to the 
lack of a feedback mechanism. Monitoring the effectiveness of the system after installation 
is a basic requirement for successful implementation. Success stories on flexibility invest
ments can not completely be credited to the mere introduction of hardware and software. 
Because adopting flexible teclinology is associated witli a learning curve, continua.1 im
provement on this curve can only be achieved by close evaluation of system performance. 
Since flexibility is a critical component of manufacturing pei'formance, there is a need 
to measure and evaluate flexibility of the system. Flexibility measurement can facilitate 
whether or not the expected level of flexibility and its benefits are achieved, and also can 
provide a valuable tool to be used by operations managers to reach promised performance 
levels. This explains why measuring flexibility is crucial for operations managers who are 
interested in achieving continual improvement and providing all advantages of flexibility 
during implementation. Thus we can say that if flexibility is widely understood and if 
its measurement can be ascertained in a way that is meaningful to the managers, then 
flexible technology can be implemented more successfully.

F lexib ility  is an A T T R IB U T E  o f  a m anufacturing system :

Flexibility is emerging as a competitive weapon in today’s manufacturing environment 
and it is accepted to be an important dimension of manufacturing strategy. It is well 
documented that flexibility investments can easily fail economic justification owing to the 

lack of techniques to quantify all benefits of flexibility. Flexibility makes economic sense 

only if all true costs and benefits can be included in a justification procedure. Measuring
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flexibility, at least facilitates the use of techniques like the Analytic Hierarchy Process 

and Multi-Attribute Utility models for evaluating investment alternatives. These meth
ods may promote investment in flexible technology. Flexibility can be viewed as a factor 
in the strategic managers’ decisionmaking about a flexibility investment. Consequently, 
measuring flexibility is also a concern to these strategic managers as an aid to effective 
decisionmaking on strategic issues. If flexibility measurement can be specified in a way 
that is meaningful to strategic managers, then it is more likely to be incorporated in 
manufacturing strategy.

Sum m arizing, there is a need to  m easure flexibility  in order to:

• guide design specifications,

• evaluate investment alternatives, and

• set performance gocils and achieve continual improvement.

3.2 Flexibility Measures in the Literature

Due to the increasing recognition of importance of flexibility in design, decision-making, 
planning and implementation, there have been a number of suggestions for measures of 
flexibility. Based on a detailed review of the literature, we find that these measures are 
based on fiexibility ‘ type ’ definitions [see Buzacott (1982), Chatterjee (1982), Browne 
et.al. (1984), Carter (1986), Jaikumar (1986), Son & Park (1987), Suresh (1989)]. Perfor
mance measures for each flexibility ‘ type ’ are derived based on its definition. Different 
researchers have emphasized different flexibility ‘ types ’ and consequently have often sug

gested different measures. Thus this widespread divergence of opinion about flexibility 
points out the importance of first understanding this concept. This means, all underlying 

aspects of flexibility, its multidimensional and complex natures should be well understood 
in order to measure flexibility.

A comprehensive list of flexibility type measures that have appeared in the literature, as
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reported in the survey article by Sethi & Sethi (1990), can be found in table[2.1]. The 
flexibility measures indicated in table [2.1] suggest that the literature to date has looked 
at flexibility from a rather narrow angle and has focused only specific aspects of flexibility. 
In brief, most of these measures suffer from the following limitations:

• They tend to be nonfinancial measures. Only a few are in monetary terms; such as 
the cost of switching from one product to another, or the total incremental benefits
of new products to be fabricated. Thus they are not operational for the use of 

managers.

• They are not global but local measures. They tend to look at the manufacturing 

system from a rather narrow angle and ignore the importance of interrelationships 
between flexibility ‘ types ’ .

• They are isolated measures in that they are derived independently of the environ

ment in which the manufacturing system functions. They focus on the physical 
characteristics of the system and generally ignore the effects of factors such as op
erating policies and managers attitudes.

Chung L· Chen (1989) emphasize that there is a pressing need to develop an explicit an
alytical framework for understanding flexibility from a holistic viewpoint. They believe 
this is prerequisite to a better assessment of the value of system flexibility. In their survey, 
Sethi L· Sethi (1990) find that very little work has been done to develop analytical models 
that rigorously deal with the measurement of flexibility. This explains wh}̂  flexil^ility 
measurement is still and should be an area of current research.

Flexibility measurement can be approached in two ways:

• m easuring flexibility  as a single value (total system flexibility),

• measuring the effect of flexibility on system performance for different 
performance criteria.

In the following subsections these are discussed in detail and our conclusions are:
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• Measuring flexibility as a single value appears to be impossible.

• There is promise for future research on measuring the effect of flexibility on system 
performance and finding an answer to the question how flexibility relates to the 
system performance.

3.3 Measuring Flexibility as a Single Value

As discussed in Chapter 2 both type based and change based approaches contribute a 
great deal understanding the multidimensional nature of flexibility. The origin of the 
problem of measuring flexibility as a single value is the curse of dimensionality that is 

unique orderings do not exist for dimensions greater than one. li A L· B E then 
A < B or B  < A can easily be determined. However if A & B E for n > 2 then 

one must select from numerous mappings of the vectors A h  B into (i.e. based on 
vector magnitude, selection of a single coordinate or using utility functions) so that A & 

B can be ordered.

Whether one adopts the type-based or the change-based understanding approach when 
considering a manufacturing system, the end result is a set of performance mecisures , P. 
The Pi E P, i — 1,2, ..,n represent a vector, where each coordinate may be measured 
in different units ( time, cost, number, ratio ) and on different scales. The problem of 
measuring flexibility as a single value is thus one of finding a meaningful transformation 
of this vector into R}. There are a host of other problems:

1. For each p,· , how does one determine the range of scale such that the end points 
represent minimum and maximum ability to cope with change? That is, is p,· rep

resentative of the system’s flexibility?

2. Is the set P  realistic in the sense, does it truely represent the flexibility of a particular 
I n an 11 fa.ct u ri n g sy,s (,(i in ?

3. Is there a set P  which is comprehensive in the sense, does 3 a vector pi E P  which 
is realistic for any manufacturing system to be measured, from a flexible cell to an
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entire factory?

The first question requires empirical research and is outside the scope of this thesis. We 
assume the answer is positive and that P  is realistic with respect to the manufacturing 
system under consideration. Later we will claim that the change-based approacli is more 
likely to generate a realistic P  then is the type-based approach.

A universal flexibility measurement model can be found only if there is a P  which is com
prehensive. This seems unlikely when one considers the effect on a corporate strategy of 
a CNC machining center versus a flexible assembly plant. The differences are perhaps too 
great. It may be that there exist several P ’s, each applicable at different manufacturing 
levels. However, since there has been essentially no empirical measurement of flexibility, 
this will remain an open question.

We define total system flexibility, (TSF) as the resulting flexibility from the aggregate 
effect of performance measures p,' which cvre to be incorporated into tlie system evaluation. 
Performance measures pi represent the dimensions of flexibility. From theoretical point 
of view there exist three different methods of dealing with the dimensionality problem 
to combine the nonhomogeneous performance measures into a single dimension to obtain 

the value for TSF:

1. Multi-Attribute Utility (MAU) models,

2. Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP), and

3. Entropy Theory.

3.3.1 M A U  Models

Managers can play a very important role as decisionmakers while assessing the value of 
TSF if MAU models are used as the class of mappings which transforms the multiple 

dimensions of T S F  into a single dimension. Thus, probably the best way to transform
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the relevant dimensions of TSF is the MAU analysis, because the level of TSF that the 
system should and does possess is best assesed by the managers. Furthermore MAU anal
ysis does not necessarily require a hierarchy for the purpose of defining P.

In most of the models developed for justification based on MAU analysis, there is at least 
one attribute that represents flexibility. But nobody has attempted to measure flexibility 
as a single value. Falkner L· Benhajla (1990) defined a surrogate performance measure 
set to include measures representing of flexibility. This study is discussed in Chapter 4. 
However even for justification purposes no universal model is possible using MAU analy
sis. This is because two firms could develop vastly different models for the same system 
due to the subjective judgements involved. The model developed can evaluate a single 
system and thus can be used for design and performance (walnation.

3.3.2 AH P

AHP requires a hierarchy and thus best suited to P  defined by flexibility types [see 
figure(2.1)]. If P  is defined by change based approach, too many first level nodes need 
to be considered. AHP is not suited for design and performance evaluation because it 
requires pairwise comparison of alternatives at bottom level. Arbel & Seidmann (1984) 
applied AHP for the justification of an FMS and considered different aspects of flexibility 
in their hierarchy. But they did not attempt to measure flexibility as a single value.

3.3.3 Entropy Theory

Kumar (1986) suggested to use entropy theory for measuring flexibility as a single value. 
This approach does not have the limitations of MAU and AHP models, however needs 
emprical validation.
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3.3.4 More on Single Value Measurement

It could father be argued that a single measure of flexibility is unlikely to emerge owing 
to the following reasons:

1. F lex ib ility  is m ultidim ensional; implying that flexibility is a function of

— physical components of the system
(machines, material handling system, parts to be processed) ,

— properties and organization of the physical components
(operations that can be done, layout of the system, production volume) ,

— industry
(continuous process, batch production process) ,

— customers and overall market demand
(portfolio of products to be produced, fluctuations in market demand).

In fact, all the above items are referred to within the flexibility types. Effects of 
these items come from different sources and thus, it is unlikely that their aggregate 
effect can be represented by a single measure.

2. F lex ib ility  is com p lex : Flexibility is also a function of factors like,

— opcrciting policies,

— management practices, and

— managers’ attitudes and preferences.

However, it is not easy to quantify the effects of operating policies and management prac
tices with meaningful measures. Moreover each of the above listed factors affect each 
other. That is there are several interrelationships between the dimensions of flexibility. 
Thus it is unlikely that a single measure which captures all aspects of flexibility will 
emerge.
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3.4 Measuring the Effect of Flexibility on System 
Performance

Buzacott (1982) states that while quantitative approaches to measuring flexibility need 
to be investigated further, thinking about flexibility in a formal way provides useful and 
helpful insights. However, our discussion on flexibility has stressed the idea that under
standing flexibility is a prerequisite to developing more rigorous analytical models for 
flexibility measurement. Perhaps both approaches are needed simultaneously in order to 
evolve to a widely accepted theory of flexibility.

Measuring the effect of flexibility on system performance means choosing one component 
Pi of P  and then attempting to relate the other components of performance to it. This is 
the quantitative modeling approach. For example, justification of flexibility investments 
can be viewed as measuring the effect of flexibility on system performance where system 
performance is measured by the profitability of manufacturing operations. Thus model
ing the economic impact of flexibility is one approach to the justification problem. The 
models suggested by Park & Son (1988) and Suresh (1989) discussed in depth in the next 
chapter are excellent examples of this approach. Excluding justification approaches there 
are only a. few atteinpt.s to monitor the effcctivenes.s of flexible systems with resi)cct to 
a given ¡performance criterion like productivity, quality, reliability, ..., etc. These will be 

discussed below.

3.4.1 Gupta L· Buzacott (1988)

Carter (1986) advocated using the timeframes to gain insight into flexibility. He classified 

the ‘ types ’ of flexibility by the timeframes in which they affect production. Gupta & 

Buzacott (1988) proposed a variation of this classification, where changes and not types 
of flexibility are categorized according to timeframes. Remember, Gupta and Buzacott 
(1988) conceive that flexibility is the ability of a system to cope with changes effectively 
where the word ability refers to both sensitivity and stability. Following this definition
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of flexibility and a timescale decomposition of changes, three dimensions (or types) of 
flexibility emerge:

• Short term  flexibility : Reduced sensitivity, increased stability against short term 
changes for a specifled performance criterion ps E P. This dimension is represented 
by short term advantages of flexibility.

• M ed iu m  term  flexibility: Reduced sensitivity, increased stability against medium 
term changes for a specified performance criterion Pm € P. This dimension is 
represented by medium term advantages of flexibility.

• Long term  flexibility: Reduced sensitivity, increased stability against long term 
changes for a specified performance criterion pi E P. This dimension is represented 
by long term advantages of flexibility.

Aggregation of values of short, medium and long term flexibilities constitutes the mea
sure of flexibility. However the curse of dimensionality remains. Gupta L· Buzacott (1988) 
propose a scheme for measuring flexibility with respect to this timescale decomposition 
of clumges. In their view measure of flexibility comes from performance models for short 
and medium term changes and MAU models for the more complex long term changes.

3.4.2 Chung L· Chen (1989)

Experience at Toyota [see Masuyama (1983)], has shown that flexibility can be captured 
by two factors:

• quick response to a change, and

• economical response to a change.

Chung L· Chen (1989) explore these two factors as follows:
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• Q uick response to  a change: Quickness can be evaluated with respect to the 
lead time between customer’s order receipt and the completion of products. Lead 
time consists of the following:

* lead time of processing information, includes demand forecast, ordering,...,etc.

* lead time of manufacturing, includes machining, subassembly, inspection,...,etc.

* lead time of transportation, includes material handling and distributing final 
products.

For a response to a change to be quick, the lead times need to be minimized.

• E conom ica l response to  a change: Quick response to a change alone is an in
adequate criterion for evaluation. The system can be made capable of responding 
to a change very quick but at the expense of an enormous capital investment. For 
example, an FMS using a large number of versatile machine tools, sophisticated 
industrial robots and material handling systems might be capable of responding to 
a change very quickly. However, the extensive investment may not be economi
cal. While judging economical response, factors like inventory level and machine 
utilizations should also be evaluated.

Chung & Chen (1989) attempt to measure the effect of flexibility on system performance 
considering quick and economical response factors as relevant performance measures to 
obtain a measure of flexibility. They suggest that quick and economic response to a change 

are two conflicting objectives. Usually there is a need either to maximize the customer 

service or to minimize the cost, or to optimize one of these objectives while keeping the 
other at a prescribed level. Thus, they suggest assigning a weight, a, to these objectives 
in order to obtain a measure of flexibility.

F  =  aQ  +  (1 — a)E

where

F is a measure of flexibility 

Q is the quickness of response to a change
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E is the economical response to a change 

a is the importance weight assigned to Q  ̂ <  a <  \

In general Q and E  represent the time and money spent to cope with a given change.

Following issues constitute a criticism of the above approach to measure flexibility;

1. Usually, there are several changes to be coped with and thus, there are several Q and 
E  factors related to measure of flexibility, i.e. the curse of dimensionality remains.

2. Quickness of the response for a specifled change depends on the timeframe in which 
change affects production . For example, quickness concept is different for a machine 
breakdown and a product innovation. That means, seven days spent to repair a 

machine may not be accepted as quick enough, while one year spent for a product 

innovation is acceptable. Roughly speaking, quickness of response factor of short 
term changes can be measured in minutes or hours while the same factor can be 
measured months and years for medium cind long term changes respectively. As 
a result the importance of short term changes can be undermined. Thus, at least 
a rough categorization of changes is required which will further constitute short, 
medium and long term components of flexibility.

•3. At the sa.me time, the weight, a, can be different for different types of changes. For 
example quickness of the response can be more important than economical response 
for a machine breakdown. As the time spent to repair the broken machine increases, 
WIP may increase and inventory levels may decrease resulting n a major disruption 
of deliveries. In fact, machine breakdowns are usually referred as short term clianges 

and there is a need to cope with short term changes in a short term timeframe. 
On the other hand, an economical response to product innovations can be more 
important than quick response. This is because, product innovations may require 
additional capital investments. Therefore, different weights should be assigned to 
different changes depending on:

— processing times.
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— lead times,

— inventoiy levels,

— scheduling rules,

— delivery reliability,

— market share,

— competitors,.., etc.

4. Economical response to a change factor also depends on the quickness of response 

factor because there is an opportunity cost associated with the time spent to re

spond. As an example, machine breakdowns may result in significant production 
losses, and thus an opportunity cost occurs associated with these production losses.

5. In equation (3.1), time and money spent are added in order to obtain the measure 
of flexibility. Unfortunately it is not possible to obtain a unit by adding hours and 

dollars.

However, above listed deficiencies can be overcome partially. That is.

* The set of changes to be coped with can be decomposed into three subsets i.e. ,

set of short term changes, 

set of medium term changes and 

set of long term changes.

* To simplify the analysis, changes in these subsets can be classed such as demand 
changes, machine breakdowns etc., and importance weights for the same class can 
be assigned to be the same.

* An opportunity cost, associated with the time spent to cope with a change, can 
be assessed and can be used to convert the quickness of the response factor into 
monetary units.

* Relative frequencies (or probability distribution functions) of short, medium, and 

long term changes can be considered.
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Such a scheme for flexibility measurement creates some difficulties associated with provid
ing the input data (time spent, money spent, opportunity cost, statistical information). 
In order to obtain input data, the use of time consuming and expensive techniques like 
utility analysis, statistics or simulation are inevitable However, change-based understand
ing still motivates a future research on flexibility measurement.

Quick response to a change can be represented by minimized manufacturing lead time sub
ject to the financial viability determined by top management level. Manufacturing lead 
time further consists of setup time, processing time and waiting time. Reduced setup, 
processing and waiting times and minimized opportunity costs associated with these can 
provide a motivation for flexibility investments. Furthermore, machine utilization level is 
.another important factor in evaluating the viability of flexible equipment. Flexible equip
ment provides higher utilizations when product mix and the product portfolio change. 

Idle time gives information about machine utilization. Reduced idle time, (minimized 
opportunity cost associated with idle time), is another motivation to invest in flexible 
technology. Thus incorporating and minimizing opportunity costs may achieve changes 
in some performance measures which are indicative of increased flexibility.

3.4.3 Buzacott (1982)

Buzacott (1982) attempts to measure the effect of flexibility on productivity and efficiency 
(machine utilization). He considers two types of flexibility:

• job flexibility, and

• machine flexibility.

In order to illustrate the typical relationship between productivity and flexibility, he devel
ops some simple models of manufacturing systems. The results of his study are interesting 
because these results are consistent with our discussion on minimizing the manufactur

ing lead time and optimizing the opportunity costs associated with the components of 
manufacturing lead time. Buzacott (1982) concludes that as flexibility increases:
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1 . a possible decline in productivity should be nninimized,

2 . increase in efficiency should be maximized.

According to his results,

1 .  M i n i m i z i n g  t h e  d e c l i n e  in p r o d u c t i v i t y  r c ( | u i r e s :

l.a. minimized setup times, 

l.b. minimized waiting times, cind

1. c. the appropriate la3mut ol workstations to minimize material movement.

2 . Maximizing the increase in efficiency req^uires:

2 . a. increased machine capabilities,

2 .b. an enlarged set of alternative routes, and 

2.C. work-in-process control.

However, Buzacott’s approach does not consider any costs. Thus, it is desirable to include 
the proper cost information in an appropriate modelling approach so that the optimum 
degree of flexibility can be determined. These ideas are explored in the next two chapters.

3.5 Finding Realistic Performance Measures

In general there are two different ways of obtaining set P:

type-based approach, and 

change-based approach.

Among these change based approach seems to be more promise to obtain more realistic 
performance measures. This is because type based approach focus mainly on physical
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properties of the system and ignores the importance of operating policies and managers’ 
preferences. Several performance measures have been suggested according to t}'^pe-based 
understanding, but they are far away being meaningful indicators of the system perfor
mance. Other limita,tions of type-based performance measures liav<; been discussed in 
section 3 .2 .

However if capability ease approach is folllowed by a task force the performance measures 
obtained can better represent managers’ preferences and the specifics of the system. Ac
tually, capability-ease approach for understanding flexibility inherits a naive measurement 
scheme :

1 . Specify the changes to be coped with.

2 . Consider only one change.

3. Select the appropriate performance criterion.

3. Monitor the performance.

5. Decide whether or not a deterioration in performance takes place;

— If so, justify the ease (time spent, money spent,..,e.t.c.) and give the penalt}^

-  If not, give the credit.

6 . Go to step 2, repeat until all changes are considered.

According to Mandelbaum (1978) any evaluation of flexibility must consider the effec
tiveness of the system in coping with each change, as measured by the loss or benefit, if 

the change took place. Same idea is represented by capability-ease approach more explic
itly. Buzacott (1982) states that with a manufacturing system the loss associated with a 
change has three components:

* Infeasibility: The change may be such that the system is unable to operate ( e.g. 
it can not process parts of a particular type because it has not the capability to do 
so ).
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* P rod u ctiv ity : The rate of production is reduced or the use of limited resources is 
increased.

*  Q u a l i t y :  T l i c  ( |i ia . l i ty  o f  | > a r t s  p r o d u c e d  is i m p a i r e d .

While explaining capability-ease approach, we considered the loss associated with a change 
as having not only three, but many components. In capability-ease approach this loss is 
measured by the deterioration of performance where the components and acceptable level 
of this loss is decided by the managers or the task force. The infeasibility issue explained 
above is captured by capability-ease approach. The managers or the task force conclude 
that the loss associated with a change is more than a specified amount ( i.e. if the sys
tem is not capable to cope with a change because of a very high penalty cost ). Thus 
capability-ease approach provides valuable insight to management about how flexibility ef
fects the system performance when performance is measured by the many different factors 
( like work-in-process, productivity, quality, production loss,..., e.t.c. ) that experience 
has shown to be relevant. Thus capability-ease approach provides a naive framework for 
both understanding flexibility and obtaining realistic performance measures indicative of 
flexibility.



Chapter 4

Justifying Flexibility Investments

4.1 Justification Barrier

In general, flexibility investments include equipment based, automation alternatives. Mered
ith and Suresh (1986) conceive that, manufacturing equipment has historically been jus
tified on the basis of,

• cost reduction and

• capacity expansion.

So that, flexibility investments are typically expected to be justified on the same basis. 
Usually, obtaining economies of scale is one of the primary goals of the firms. This is 
why investments are made in capacity expansion and cost reduction. Economies of scale 
means increasing the volume of production in order to decrease unit costs. On tlie other 
hand, greater volumes may require the use of expensive special purpose equipment which 
in turn is justified only by large scale operations. If demand haj^pens to be low, expected 
cost reductions from capacity expansion will fail. Goldhar and Jelinek (1983) introduce 
the concept of economies of scope which mainly relies on flexibility. Increasing the variety 
of products that can be produced is a requirement for demand uncertainty. Moreover, a 
rapidly changing market demand will result in an economic order quantities approaching

55
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one. Flexibility provides rapid responses to changes in market demand, product design, 
product mix and output rates. Therefore, economies of scope i.e. efficiencies gained by 
increasing the variety of products and decreasing the volume of production., is one of the 
driving forces to invest in flexible technology.

Articles citing the inadequacy of traditional engineering economic procedures to justify 

flexibility investments are abundant [ see Kaplan (1986), Choobineh (1986), Meredith L· 
Suresh (1986), Canada (1986), Falkner (1986.b). Park L· Son (1988), Suresh (1990.b) ]. 
The realization that traditional engineering economic procedures are barriers to invest in 
flexibility is only a symptom of a basic problem evaluating all the true costs and b e n e 

fits cissociated with this technology. This problem is compounded, due to the fact that 
many of the advantages of flexible technology lie not in the area of c o s t  r e d u c t i o n ,  b u t  

r a t h e r  in m o r e  n e b u l o u s  ¿ind strategic areas such as shorter lead times, increased quality 
and competitiveness. The benefits of flexible technology come from tactical, operational 
and strategic sources. Benefits coming from strategic sources are not easily qiuintified. 
This has been referred to as the quantification dilemma. In addition to the quantification 
dilemma, flexible technology requires a high initial investment which results in a high 
degree of risk. Consequently, notwithstanding the many desirable benefits, flexibility in
vestments have been difficult to justify.

Several major problems have been identified associated with the use of traditional en
gineering economic procedures [ see Falkner (1986.b), Suresh (1990.a), Suresh (1990.b), 
Falkner L· Benhajla (1990) ]. The criticism pertaining to these procedures revolves around 
the following issues:

a. M yop ic  A pp roach :
Quick and tangible returns are emphasized rather than long term strategy because 
of short term oriented reward systems.

b. Treatm ent o f  Intangibles:
The range of benefits considered is diminished because of the difficulties, in quanti

fying the improvements in intangible factors.
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c. Q uantification D ilem m a:
While it is accepted that flexibility investments provide many desirable benefits, a 
strategically important flexibility alternative can easily be rejected only because it 
does not satisfy a particular financial criteria. In many cases mana.gers are expected 
to consider strategic factors without quantification.

d. U ncertainty A ssum ptions:
A variety of assumptions are made to forecast the demand and cash flows due to 
the fact that it is difficult to deal with future uncertainty.

Suresh (1990.b) reports that the justification problems can also be traced to several factors 
unique to the flexible technology itself, i.e. ;

a. the high capital costs and risk associated with this technology;

b. the high rates of obsolescence, prompting a ‘wait and see ' response;

c. the differing nature of operations, which are now part family oriented, and;

d. the combinatorial complexity due to many types of flexibility which has led to 
difficulties in economic evaluation.

Besides the criticism of the use of traditional engineering economic procedures, some of 
the experts agree that financial analysis is sufficient and the use of financial criteria is 
appropriate; unless these are not considered in the wrong way.

According to Primrose & Leonard (1986), flexibility investments only make economic 
sense if all costs and benefits can be included in an evaluation. They also claim that 
all the benefits which were regarded as intangible can be redefined in a way that they 
could be quantified and included in an evaluation. Thus, discounted cash flow (DCP') 

techniques can be utilized. At the same time, Kaplan (1986) emphasizes that, managers 
need not abandon the effort to justify flexibility investments on financial grounds and 

instead, they need to apply the DCF approach more appropriately. In many instances 

DCF approach is applied incorrectly by setting excessively high hurdle rates to provide a
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prolccUon from riyk. Because, it is believed Uuit taking high-risk should provide a high 
probability for high-return. However, high-return projects may mean innovative projects 
which may result in increased market competitiveness, ratlier than projects with a high in
ternal rate of return (IRR) or net present value (NPV). Really, Kaplan puts the blame on 
the management by saying that, it is not the model’s responsibility but management’s to 
judge whether the negative NPV is outweighted by the anticipated nonquantified benefits.

In particular, Falkner Sz Benhajla (1990) point out the fact that, justification process is 
usually carried out independent of the management and instead, the information about 
financial viability is delivered in the form of summarized tables of cash flows and financial 
measures. Considering only the financial measures the ‘gap between costs and unquan- 
tifiable benefits ’ can easily outweigh anticipa.ted nouquantified iHux'fil.s. As a. n'sidt., 
although it is clear that managers must pursue innovation and flexibility in a rapidly 
changing manufacturing environment; it is also evident that expensive, long term and 
risky flexibility investments can easily fail economic justification, under these conditions.

Hodder (1986) surveys justification techniques that are used in Japan and makes a com
parison to the techniques used in U.S.A. His results are interesting. Even though most of 
the Japanese manufacturers use financial criteria based on DCF techniques, they have a 

greater willingness to undertake long term risky projects. The reason seems to be that; 
along with the financial analysis they usually employ an extensive discussion process, 
which might be termed as verbal scenario analysis, involving a number of managers from 
different areas and levels of the firm. Consequently, potential investments receive full dis
cussion even if their IRR or NPV is relatively poor. This seems to avoid the problem of 
rejecting strategically important projects just because they did not satisfy the particular 
financial criterion. Considering Japanese managers’ attitudes, we conclude that manage
ment function in financial evaluation can be improved by more active participation.

Certainly, there is a need to modify the data available for economic analysis as well as 

to provide active management participation for justifying flexibility investments [ Park & 

Son (1988), Primrose & Leonard (1984), Parkinson k  Avlonitis (1982), Kaplan (1986) ].
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In particular, traditional cost accounting procedures are not designed to provide informa
tion directly relative to the benefits of the new technology. That is, these procedures aix' 
designed to report financial status rather than to assist management in making decisions 
to improve operational efficiency. Thus, there is also a need to deal with cost accounting 
problems.

In summary, during the current development of justification procedures the problems to 
be dealt with are the following:

1 . Conceptual limitations of traditional techniques to consider all aspects of flexibility.

2 . Accounting problems in order to asses all true costs and benefits of flexible technol

ogy·

3. Providing active management participation within the firms.

4.2 Creating a Sound Basis for Justification

Required modifications to justification procedures should be made depending on the sit
uation, the industry and the manufacturing strategy of the firm. A task force which 

consists of system engineers and managers can be formed in order to provide active orga
nizational participation. In fact, a task force should be constructed to play an important 

role as a committee of experts during installation and implementation as well as during 
justification. Thus, continuous performance improvement through organizational learning 
and experimentation can be achieved as Jaikumar (1986) argues. The problem of provid
ing basic frameworks on understanding and justifying flexibility, that the task force can 
follow, can be approached theoretically.

In recent years there have been significant development in the theory of justification of 
flexibility investments. Based on a MAU model, Falkner & Benhajla (1990) propo.se a 
now jiistificatioii |)roccss which incorporates pcrformcUice evaluation into the economic 

justification process. Suresh (1990.a) presents a decision support system (DSS) as a
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basis to consider both physical performance measures and financial criteria by means of 
simulation. Park & Son (1988) suggest a reclassification of manufacturing costs which can 
better motivate flexibility investments. The theoretically different approaches of Falkner 
& Benhaj'la (1990) , Suresh (1990.a) and Park & Son (1988) are all valuable contributions 
in terms of creating a sound basis for justifying flexibility investments [see also Pollard 
& Tapscott (1989)]. A detailed review of these studies can be found in the following 
subsections.

4.2.1 A  New Justification Process

Falkner & Benhajla (1990) conceive that the historical justification process can be viewed 
as shown in figure [4.1]. That is, usually the information about the completed justifi
cation is delivered to the management, and then a choice is made in the management 
decision process. The choice may be selecting a one of the mutually exclusive alternative 
manufacturing systems to invest and implement, or it may be a yes-no answer about the 
investment and implementation decision. If the justification results in a decision for addi
tion of a relatively small production system, once the new system is installed, it becomes 
a microcosm in the factory accounting system. The factory accounting system generally 
is not designed to provide information needed auditing the system effectiveness. If the 
justification process results in an implementation decision of a new plant, then account
ing system reports the profitability to provide a natural feedback. Falkner L· Benliajla 
(1990) state that, unfortunately, this feedback system is used only from operational con
trol viewpoint and is rarely used to evaluate the justification process. They also point out 
the fact that, while there is not a formal feedback on the justification process in order to 
improve it, there is certainly an informal one which determines the level of optimism and 
conservatism of the management relative to investments.

In view of the above observations, Falkner & Benhajla (1990) propose a new justification 
process illustrated in figure [4.2]. This process utilizes the formalism of a MAU model 
as a means of combining the traditional methodologies with the other significant factors 

experience has shown to be relevant. Therefore, the significant factors and information 

which the management decision function must consider are highlighted and, a framework



1 jusTificATiox p.Roces:

Figure 4.1: Current Justification Process: Falkner к  Benhajla (1990)
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Figure 4.2: Proposed Justification Process: Falkner & Benhajla (1990)
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for more active management participation is provided.

In a model based on MAU theory, a subset of additional attributes are included. These 
attributes are specified to be non-rnonetary factory performance mccisures which will 
constitute an integral part of the operational control system and are called surrogate 
performance measures. It is suggested that these surrogate performance measures provide 
the basis for a formal feedback mechanism on the justification. Actually, the proposed 
justification process shows how economic justification and performance evaluation can be 
integrated and how such an integration can improve the justification process.

4.2.2 A  DSS Structure

Burstein (1988) suggests the use of a mixed integer mathematical programming model 

to generate formal decision rules can be used to analyze hypotheses about the optimal 
introduction of flexible and (or) dedicated automation. Fine L· Freund (1990) develop 
a general mathematical programming model of the cost-flexibility tradeoffs involved in 
investing in product flexible manufacturing capacity. Azzone &; Bertele (1989) outline a 
method for the evaluation of FMS alternatives considering future product mix cltanges as 
w(dl a,s o t h e r  strategic and ecojiomic cispects. Boer L· Meltzcr (1986) present a. simulation 

approach for economic analysis of an FMS in a planning context.

Suresh (1990.a) states that as the base of analytical and simulation models continues 
to grow, there is a need to integrate the diverse range of tools and techniques into an 

effective decision support system (DSS). Suresh (1990.a) develops such a DSS structure 
by explicitly considering the need for structuring wide ranging input data and the need 
for synthesizing a variety of analytical, simulation and rule-of-thumb methods. The pro
posed decision process is illustrated in figure [4.3]. A simulation model is embedded in 
this DSS structure. Machine,product and volume flexibility are integrated into the con
figuration data while expansion,routing and process flexibility are included within the 
o p e r a t i n g  p o l i c i c . s .  A n  i n t e g r a . t c d  p l i y s i c a l - f i n a n c i a . l  ( n ' a l u a l . i o i i  is ı ■ ( · ( · ( )mın<'n(l<· ( l ,  a r g u  

ing that an integrated evaluation enables a simultaneous financial evaluation of system



Figure 4.3: Proposed Decision Process: Suresh (1990.a)
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changes, physical system design and operating policies. In fact, Suresh’s study provides 
a useful framework to facilitate integrated physical financial evaluation.

4.2.3 A  Reclassification of Costs

Most authors agree that the final investment decision should be made on a basis of finan
cial considerations in order to avoid financicil licibility. Azzone L· Bertele (1989) argue that 
this is true even a strategic approach is followed; the only way to define the most suitable 
manufacturing system for the firm’s long term position is the most profitable system. 
Since there is a need to take into account financial considerations, the substantial bene
fits of flexibility investments should be reported by an appropriate cost accounting system.

Park & Son (1988) point out that with traditional methods of cost accounting, these 
flexibility benefits go undetected because current accounting measures are based on the 
production of a mature product with known characteristics and a stable technology. They 
argue that, in introducing flexible technology, improvements in productivity, quality and 
flexibility should be considered.

Figure [4.4] illustrates the conventional income and expense classification. After conclud
ing that such a cost accounting system is not designed to report economic benefits from 
a more flexible system, the reclassiflcation of costs shown in figure [4.5] is suggested by 
Park & Son (1988). This cost classification is used in a mathematical programming model 
which is formulated to maximize the NPV of an optimal multistage investment decision. 
A discussion on this model formulation can be found in the following sections.

4.2.4 Analytical Models on Economic Evaluation of Flexibility 
Investments

Throughout the remaining part of this chapter we give a I'eview of the literature on 

analytical models of flexibility investment justification and evaluation. Fine (1990) also
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discusses several lines of research on economic evaluation models for new technology and a 
review of the recent literature on analytical models can be found in Verter & Din çer (1991). 
Ill general iiomiative models on the evaluation and justification of flexible technology fall 
into four groups:

1 . Simulation models,

2 . Multiattribute decision models ( Multiattribute Utility ( M A U  ) theory and Analytic 

Hierarchy Process ( A H P  ) ),

3. Multi Objective Decision ( M O D  ) models, and

4. Mathematical Programming ( M P  ) models.

The limitation of simulation approaches [see Boer &c Meltzer (1986), Falkner & Garlid 
(1986), Suresh (1990.a)] is that they are not as good at optimization cis they are at com
paring a fixed set of alternatives.

MAU and AHP models are favored [see Canada (1986), Falkner (1986.b), Varney et.al. 
(1985)] due to the multidimensional nature of flexibility and quantification dilemma. 
Falkner L· Benhajla (1990) provide a detailed survey of the literature on multiattribute de
cision models. These models provide methods for choosing from a fixed set of alternatives.

MOD models are suggested in order to deal with the multiple objectives while investing 
in flexible technology. Furthermore some of the well known advantages of both MP and 
MAU theory modelling approaches can be utilized by MOD models. Stam & Kuula (1989) 
and Kuula L· Stain (1989) employ a multiple criteria analysis for FMS selection decisions. 
Suresh (1990.b and 1990.c) suggests a goal programming formulation as a multi objective 
replacement model for flexible automation investments. Suresh & Kaparthi (1990) further 
investigates an economic evaluation methodology for replacement decisions, based on a 
synthesis of goal programming and AHP approaches.
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In the following subsections, we restrict our discussion to three MP modelling approaches 
to economic evaluation and justification of flexibility investments:

• a technology selection model by Fine & Freund (1990),

• an evaluation model by Park L· Son (1988), and

• a multimachine replacement model by Suresh (1989).

In general we focus on the flexibility considerations within the models and do not discuss 
the computational complexities and solution methodologies.

4.2.5 Fine &¿ Freund Model (1990)

Fine and Freund (1990) developed a two-stage stochastic quadratic programming model 
to analyze the choice between dedicated and flexible technologies under uncertainty. This 
model formalizes the capacity investment problem and can be used to determine the op
timal mix of flexible and dedicated capacity. The focus of their analysis is the use of 
flexible technology as a hedge against uncertainty in future demand. In fact. Fine L· Fre
und (1990) provide an integrated a capacity acquisition and technology selection model.

FLEXIBILITY CONSIDERATIONS:

The only flexibility consideration is the unit acquisition cost of flexible technology. Other 
cost elements are assumed to be technology independent, because in most cases material 
costs dominate other cost items since the products to be produced are specified. Demand 
of the products are taken into account as random variables and consequently product 
flexibility is captured partially.

THE MODEL:
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Capacity decisions in the first stage constrain the production amounts in tlie second stage 

where the product markets may be in different states with discrete probabilities. Optimal 
technology mix is selected via maximizing the expected profit. Fine and Freund (1990) 
implicitly assumed a monopolist firm by presuming that it will be possible to sell the 
quantity which maximizes the expected profit. The authors derived the necessary and 
sufficient conditions for purchasing flexible capacity from the model.

Fine and Freund (1990) assumed that capacity acquisition and variable production costs 
are linear and the latter are technology independent. Furtluu·, d o w n w a r d - s l o p i n g  I i n c a . r  

demand curves are assumed which makes the revenue functions quadratic. The problem 
is nontrivial only if the flexible technology is cheaper than the sum of all dedicated tech
nologies but more expensive than each of them. By the aid of a two-product example it is 
demonstrated that perfect negative correlation between product demands is the situation 
in which the flexible technology is most preferable.

4.2.6 Park L · Son Model (1988)

In general, justification process involves the question of whether or not tlie incremental 
cash flows from investment justify the required the capital outlay. Park L· Son (1988) state 
that another relevant question is, whether or not there is any opportunity cost associated 
with not adopting new technology e.g. a cost of not having flexibility. In their analysis 
an op p ortu n ity  cost is defined as the potential after tax profit that is lost or sacrified 
when the choice of one course of action requires giving up an alternative course of ac

tion. The idea is that although opportunity costs do not represent actual dollar outlays, 
they do represent the economic benefits that are foi'egone. Thus, they are relevant to the 

investment decision. Moreover, opportunity costs associated with not having flexibility 

may provide a motivation to invest in flexible technology. Therefore, the incremental cash 

flows resulting from a decrease in opportunity costs should be considered when evaluating 
investment in flexibility.

Park & Son (1988) formulate a multiperiod investment decision linear programming mod<'
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to evaluate alternative investment projects [see also Son L· Park (1987), Son L· Park 
(1990)]. The less obvious benefits of flexible technology cire incorporated into a conven- 
sional net present value function measuring manufacturing performance over a specified 
planning horizon. The model can be used to decide whether or not to modify the current 
manufacturing system or to choose from new manufacturing system alternatives.

FLEXIBILITY CONSIDERATIONS:

Park & Son view flexibility as ‘ a degree of manufacturing performance that indicates a 
system’s adaptability to changes in the manufacturing environment ’ .

It is argued that, since customer demand is an uncontrollable variable benefits from 
adding flexibility do not always increase sales. That is, cost of adding flexibility may 
not be by justified economies of scale. In case where production is reduced to match 
decreasing demand, the company should benefit from lower costs. In brief. Park & Son 
explicitly assume that the main advantage of flexibility is the capability of the system to 
accommodate the changes in market demand by economical and quick responses. Thej' 
suggest that manufacturing flexibility can be described by four costs indicated in figure 

[4,6):

• setup cost,

• waiting cost,

• idle cost, and

• inventory cost.

In fa.ct, these costs a.re introduced to be measures of four different flexibility types. The 
following flexibility types are defined and considered:

L E quipm ent flexibility, is defined as the capacity of equipment to accommodate 
new products and variants of existing products and measured in terms of idle cost.
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Idle cost is an opportunity cost associated with the under-utilization of manufac
turing equipment. Thus, if idle cost is reduced, the machines will be utilized better 
despite the frequent introduction of new products a.nd variants of existing products. 
Minimized idle cost implies that idle time is minimized and current equipment is 
being used effectively in response to changing market demand.

2. P rod u ct flexibility  represents opportunity of the system to increase the value of 
products due to the changes in product mix. Since the changes in product mix result 
in smaller lot sizes as variety increases, higher setup costs are inevitable. Setup cost 
is suggested to be a measure of product flexibility. The idea is that reduced setup 
time permits shorter production runs and reduced machine idle time. Thus it is 
argued that setup cost is an opportunity cost because during the setup procedure 
the machine is idle and parts are waiting.

3. P rocess flexibility  is defined as the adaptability to changes in part processing and 
measured by waiting cost. Part processing changes can be caused by machine setup 
and breakdowns. When the system is not able to respond these changes quickl}'  ̂WIP 
increases proportional to waiting time and cost. Waiting cost is the oiDportunity cost 
associated with parts that are waiting for service in the manufacturiug |)roc('ss. 'I'lius 
waiting time and cost should be minimized to reduce the capital tied up in WIP.

4 . D em and flexibility  is defined as adaptability of the system to changes in demand 

rate and measured by inventory cost. If an effective action can be taken to meet 

increasing and decreasing demand the inventory costs disappear. An opportunity 
cost accompanies inventory cost due to capital tied up in inventory.

THE MODEL :

The model explicitly considers idle, setup, waiting and inventory costs along with tra
ditional investment costs. A reduction in these costs can help to motivate an invest in 
flexible technology rather than some other alternative technology. Son L· Park (1990) dis
cuss how idle, setup, waiting and inventory costs can be estimated by means of simulation. 
In fact these opportunity costs are viewed as the investments required to retain a project 

rather than the alternative project. Given the input data (e.g. initial investment, cost
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factors, annual budgets) an optimal annual budget allocation for the resources and annual 
production quantities for the products can be obtained over the planning horizon. An hy
pothetical numerical example is also presented to demonstrate the application this model.

Model Formulation

N
Maximize NPV =  E l  ~-Fn +  Sn +  tDPn]rn

n=0

+  — t)[Pin{^in Ii,n-1 — lin) — (C^Xin +  hinlin +  binBin)] —WinXin]rn (1)
N I

n = l  ¿=1

subject to Y^i=i k =  n =  1,.. ,N, (2)

ZLli^inlin  +  binBin) <  ^  (3 )

n =  l , . . , N  (4)

Xin +  {h,n-i ~  Bi^n-\) — {Un — Bin) — Din i =  1 , /  n =  I , .., (5)

Xin >  0 , /.■„ > 0 , > 0  f =  1 ,.., /  n =  1 ,.., (6 )

(7)

where,

n € Â  =  set of time periods in the planning horizon { N  — project life), 

i ^ I  =  set of part types to be produced, 

t =  marginal tax rate,

=  discounting factor ( 1 / ( 1  +  k)”') ,

Fn =  investment at period n,

Sn =  net salvage value at period n,

DPn =  depreciation at period n.

Pin — unit selling price for product i at period ?r.
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=  production amount (lot size) for product i at period n,

= d(Miiaiid of product i at period n 

lin =  inventory level for product i at period n,

Bin =  back-order level for product i at period n,

=  unit manufacturing cost for product i at period n,

=  resource k required to make a unit product i in period n , where k =  1 , 1 1  
denotes setup cost, raw-material cost, labor cost, machining cost, tooling cost, floor- 

space cost, software cost, prevention cost, failure cost, waiting cost, idle cost respec

tively.

hin =  unit inventory holding cost of product i at period n, 

bin — unit back-order cost of product i at period n,

Win =  +  cP =  unit opportunity cost for product i at period n,

Mn =  individual budget of resource k at period n,

=  individual budget of inventory holding and back-order at period n,

M j =  total budget at period n.

4.2.7 Suresh Model (1989)

Suresh (1989) develops a multiperiod replacement model for incremental implementation 
of flexible automation investments. For many investment justification problems, flexible 
technology can be adopted in a phased approach. Suresh (1989) emphasizes that with 
a phased implementation several benefits may be foregone and opportunity costs may 
be incurred by prolonging the installation phase. However, it may offer some financial 
and operational advantages such as lower capital outlays, better absorption of the new 
technology into the firm, experience for future installations, and a more manageable pro
duction environment during the transition period. He also addresses the critical issue that 

there is a need for multiperiod models which take into account characteristics of flexible
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technology. The main assumption of Suresh’s study is the use of flexible technology is 
conceptually validato'd with in the firm a.nd therefore the o l ) ¡('ctiv<' is t o  iiiid tin- o p I . i i n a J  

replacemeiit sequence of machines dependent on possible future scenarios. Suresh (1989) 
pays special attention to the dependence of the optimal replacement policy on currently 
available capacity and future demand,prices and costs. This is an important contribution 

because in many instances firms do not start from scratch. In fact the solution to the 
model can be a mix of flexible and dedicated capacities. Thus, the proposed replacement 
model can also be viewed as an integrated technology selection and capacity acquisition 

model.

FLEXIBILITY CONSIDERATIONS:

Suresh (1989) considers five flexibility types as defined by Browne et.al. (1984);

1 . E xpansion flexibility: The incremental implementation approach takes expansion 
flexibility explicitly into account as a major factor. Expansion is assumed to be 
feasible and its economic value is represented by the optimal N P V .

2 . V olum e flexibility  is explored is explored by comparing the optimal N P V  for 
various scenarios of production volumes.

3. R ou tin g  flexibility: Routing flexibility can be obtained by allowing redundancy in 
a machine group as well as versatility in other groups. Since versatility in a nmehine 
group is captured by machine flexibility, a capacity slack factor 7  is introduced to 
investigate routing flexibility.

4. M achine flexibility: Versatility of the machines are represented by the binary 
valued parameters denoting processing capabilities. In addition the corresponding 
setup time and cost are used to explore machine flexibility.

5. P rod u ct flexibility : Suresh (1989) assumes that part family with strategic payoffs 

has been identified. The objective of the replacement is to meet the estimated future 
demand and make the production profitably. Part types considered may or may not 

be produced with current machines. The set of part types may also include some
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which are expected to be introduced later in the planning horizon. Thus product 
flexibility can be partially investigated according to different part family scenarios.

THE MODEL:

TİKİ i)ix)jK>sed model is based on a mixed integer linear programming formulation which 
maximizes N P V  resulting from investment decisions and manufacturing operations over a 
specified planning horizon. The decision variables are the replacement sequence of current 
machines, the implementation sequence of new modules, and aggregate production plans 
based on o[)tirnurn machine assignments. The constraints include demand requirements, 
capacity limitations , operational capability limitations and implementation requirements. 
It is assumed that newly installed machines are not replaced during the planning horizon. 
By the aid of a numerical example, it is illustrated how flexibility types can be investi
gated via N P V  as a performance measure.

Model Formulation:

N I
Maximize NPV =  ^  -  c-„)D ,„(l -  /)r„

n= l t= l

N M2 N Ml
+ E  E t »  m 2 ,TL î/m2 ,n —1 ) ^ m 2 , n ( l  ■̂ Ĉ m2 ,n)^n 4" ^   ̂ ^   ̂ 1 ,71 ) 1  ,/i '̂u

n= I 7)12 =  1 n = l m i= l

N M2 Ml
+  ^  D P r r i 2 , n +  D P m i . n ] t r n

n = l m 2= l m i= l

N I J, M2 I ./i Ml

n — 1 i= l  j = l  m 2 = l  i— 1 j = l  m i = l

N I Ji M2 /  Ji Ml
- E K E  E E  ^i,İ,77i2Î/m2,n) 4" ( E E E  2/m i,n)]( l  0^71

n = l  t= l  j = l  m 2= l t= l  i = l  m i = l

N I Ji M2 I Ji Ml

" E k E E  E  T > a ( A ' « - „ » / i i , » ) ) + ( E E  E
n=I 1=1 j=l m2 = l t = l j=l mi=l

N I

-E E № . n/2)hi^nrn +  BVmtm (8)
n = l  t = l
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subject to

l/mî n ^  2/7711,71—1 Vm, , n (9)

2///l2,7l — 2/7/12,71—1 V'm-2 , n ( 1 0 )

2/7711 ,71 ~  0 Vn = /„,, (1 1 )

DPm2,n ~  DPrri2yn—1 “1“ {yra2,n 2/7712,71—1 )- 7̂712,71̂ 7/12 V?ri2 , ( 1 2 )

D Pmi,71 ~  /711,71—1 "t" (2/7711,71 2/7711 ,71—1 /711 ,71 <̂7711 V7Ui , n (13)

-̂ l,i,77l2,71 l̂J,m2Dî rL Vг■ , i  , m 2 , (ild)

7711 ,71 ^ îyj,Tn\D
M2 M\

V'i , j  , 7-ni ,(?i5)

l̂,j,77l2,71 +  y y  "̂ l,j,771l,71 “  
7712 =1 771i=l

Vi , i  , n (16)

I Ji /  J,·
Ai-,j,77i2,71 +  y ^  y y  l̂,i,77l2 (̂ ¿,i,77l2,7l/Z/t,7l) ^  '1V m2 K m2 ,71 Vm2 , n(17)

i=l j=l i=l j=l
I Ji I Ji

■̂ l,i,771l ,71 “l· y y  y y  l̂,j,771i (̂ ¿,j,771i,7l/Z/{,7l) ^ 72/7711 ,71 Zi ̂ i ,71 Vm, , ?r(18)
7=1 j=l 1 = 1 j = l

N M2 N M2
BV]\l ^  ̂ ^  ̂ (2/7712,71 2/7712,71 —1 )-̂ 7712,71 (1 -̂ Ĉ77l2,7l) H" ^  ̂ ^  ̂ D P 2̂,71 -- 0 (19)

n=l 7712=1 n = l 7712 = 1

where,

n ^ N =  set of time periods in the planning horizon { N =  project life), 

i E: I  =  set of part types to be produced, 

j  E J i  =  set of operations for part type

mi El Mi =  set of current machine types ( set of modules having more than one 
machine of the same type ) to be replaced, item[] m2 € M 2 — set of new machine 
types ( set of modules having more than one machine of the same type ),

t =  marginal tax rate,

r„ =  discounting factor ( 1 / ( 1  +  ^)") ,

ymunUJni2,n =  number of units of machine type m-i and m2 operating in time 77.,
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Emun =  capital cost of machine type mi at the time of installation,

Fm2 ,n =  capital cost of machine type m2 at the time of installation,

ICm.2 ,n =  investment credit factor for machine type m 2 in time n,

‘S'mi.n =  salvage value of machine mi if replaced in time n,

DPmi,n-,DPm,2 ,n =  depreciation computed for machine types mi and m 2 for period

n,

d,H], =  straight line depreciation hictors for machine types m\ and m2 ,

BVf4 =  book-value of the assets at the end of the planning horizon.

'1,3,mi ) '̂ 1,3,m2 =  equals 1 if operation j  of part type i can be performed in type mi 
and m 2 respectively; 0 otherwise,

=  processing times for operation j  of part type i in machine types mi 
and m 2 respectively,

, Aij^m.2 — preparation times per lot for operation j  of part type i in machine 
types mi and m 2 respectively,

î,3,mii î,j,m2 — variable cost per unit for operation j  of part type i in machine types 
rn.\ and 713.2 respectively,

î,3,mii^i,j,m2 =  fixcd cost per unit for Operation j  of part type i in machine types 
m\ and m 2 respectively,

cjjm,>^}jm2 ~  setup cost for Operation j  of part type i in machine types m-i and 
m 2 respectively,

cfnicf^ =  material cost per unit for part type i in period n,

hi,n, hî n =  inventory holding cost per unit for part type i in period n,

Pi,n =  price of part type i in period n,

^i,3,mi,n,^i,j,m2 ,n =  production quantities for operation j  of part type i in time n in 
machine types mi and m 2 respectively,
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L{̂ n =  lot size for part type i in time n,

Dî n =  demand forecast for part type i in time n.

4.3 Comparison

A number of different approaches and models have been suggested for economic evaluation 
of flexibility investments. Among these basically we have chosen to concentrate on two 

MP models:

1 . Park & Son (1988): Park &: Son models a particular investment alternative to obtain 
NPV as a measure of its manufacturing performance. Thus to select from say three 
alternatives one must exercise the model for each and then choose the one resulting 
in the greatest NPV. This model can be used prior to one-time implementation of 
a complete system.

2. Suresh (1989): Suresh develops a multiperiod replacement model for an incremental 

implementation of flexible automation investments. He combines the selection of 
alternatives into the model. Park & Son assume the selected alternative is to be 
implemented now, whereas Suresh allows the selected equipment to be time phased 
in implementation over the planning horizon.

In their model Park & Son assume one lot for each period.' On the other hand Suresh 
allows many lots, and the lot size can be a decision variable. However if the lot size be
comes a decision variable, then Suresh’s model turns out to be a nonlinear mixed integer 
program. This certainly increases the computational complexity. Generally in FMS-like 
systems several lots per period are expected due to smaller sizes. Thus Suresh’s lot size 
consideration seems to be more relevant.

Park & Son gives a penalty to idle cost. This implies their model minimizes idle time. 
Nevertheless minimized idle time usually results in overscheduling. Overscheduling should 
be avoided for flexibility. Because additional loads are imposed on alternate machines, for
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example in case of a machine breakdown, and there is a need for planned underutilization 
of equipment to take this into account. Thus Suresh considers a capacity slack factor 7  
to allow <',xc.(is.s c.ai)acity for flexibility and avoidance of overscliecluling.

Park L· Son aim at making the budget allocation as well as deciding the production amount 
for each period. Therefore they express the resources in dollars and their capacity con
straints are imposed by the total budget available. Because they use a reclassification 
of costs, the major areas to which the firm’s resources are committed include items like 
prevention, failure, waiting, idle, and inventory. With these factors the LP model reflects 
some important aspects to invest in flexible technology.

On the other hand, Suresh aims at determining the optimal replacement sequence and the 
aggregate production plans based on optimal machine assignments during the planning 
horizon. The capacity constraints are imposed by total time available and the operational 
capabilities of the equipment. Suresh uses the conventional classification of costs. How
ever the reclassification of costs considered by Park Sz Son seems to be more relevant, 
because it allows less obvious benefits of flexible technology to be incorporated into the 

objective function.

Park L· Son allows holding inventory from one period to the next whereas Suresh restricts 
the production to meeting the demand. Suresh includes in-process inventory holding cost, 
but Park L· Son do not. In process inventory holding cost should be considered however, 
if one large lot is produced in a period.

Finally note that flexibility benefits incorporated into the models diflFer. This is due to 
the differences in conceptual considerations in the models. Park L· Son consider a reclas
sification of costs in order to incorporate financial advantages of flexible technology in 
their model. In machine replacement context, Suresh basically considers the technolog
ical advantages of flexible technology and does not convert these into monetary terms. 
The differences in terminology associated with flexibility types are can.sed lyy tlie lack of 
consensus on flexibility type definitions in 1980’s.
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4.4 How to Improve Incremental Implementation 
Models

Suresh’s model includes a fairly gross incremental implementation assumption. The for
mulation requires that a module consists of an entire flexible manufacturing cell or FMS 

and perhaps a FAS. This is due to the fact that each new module is considered to be 
independent of the other new modules. One very reasonable sequential implementation 
plan is the incremental implementation of an FMS itself. Suppose the conceptual de
sign of an FMS involves k different types of NC machines. Then the first sequential 
implementation would involve some combination of a single machine of each type so that 
the tooling and part programs can be proved. The existing material handling system 
and manual loading/unloading would be used. The next implementations rniglit lie any 
replicate machines, automated handling system, and the computer controls. However the 
addition of the last two items does not add additional capability but modifies the capa
bility previously implemented, i.e. it changes ease measurements such as setup time and 
cost and processing time. One method of modeling this situation might be to allow some 
new modules to replace new modules and add precedence constraints to control which 
new modules can be replaced and the replacement timing.

In the next Chapter we formulate a multimachine replacement model which improves 
upon Suresh (1989). We do not attempt to overcome the above problem. Rather we 
consider modules which consists of single machines and provide refinements in flexibility 

considerations.



Chapter 5

Manufacturing Flexibility in the 
Justification of Advanced 
Automation Investments

5.1 Incremental Implementation of Flexible Technology

The investment justification problems associated with the one-time installation of flexible 
technology have been addressed in Chapter 4. Over the last few 3̂ ears incremental im
plementation of flexible technology have been suggested as a remedy for these problems, 
because it leads to lower annual capital outlays. Furthermore incremental implementation 
is more relevant than one-time installation in many cases since usually firms do not start 
from scratch. Suresh & Sarkis (1989) report that a majority of firrn.s a.r(' luTicvi'd to hr 
adopting an evolutionary strategy of implementing flexible technology. According to them 
the poor linkage between corporate and manufacturing strategies have contributed to the 
slow adoption rates in case of a one-time installation. Actually, several U.S. firms were 
not able to achieve the performance targets due to the lack of experience in managing 

flexible systems. In many instances failure in performance is accompanied by a failure in 
attaining expected strategic payoffs [ Jaikumar (1986), Boer et.al. (1990) ]. Incremental

82
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implementation may provide a more effective transition and absorption of flexible tech
nology permitting increased learning and experimentation within the firms. Therefore 
the problem of incremental implementation and integration of flexible teclmology is being 
addi'essed formally in recent years.

Suresh (1989) reports that with an incremental implementation several benefits may be 
foregone and opportunity costs incurred by prolonging the installation phase, but it may 
also offer some financial and operational advantages which can not be ignored:

• it leads to lower capital outlays in each period,

• operationally, it offers a slower, and perhaps a more effective transition and absorp
tion of advanced technology within the firm,

• it may lead to a more manageable production environment in the transition period,

• it provides a hedge against several factors of uncertainty:

— later investments may be made in the light of the experience with earlier in
vestments,

— a partial resolution of uncertainty surrounding the demand and obsolescence 
in process/product technologies can be gained.

• subsystems installed earlier may help pay for modules to be implemented later,

• initially implementing subsystems which provide tangible benefits, in a bottleneck 

area for instance, may serve to reduce internal resistance and justification problems.

As presented in Chapter 4 Suresh (1989) developed a multimachine replacement model 
for flexible automation investments which incorporates these advantages. A review of the 
historic perspective of equipment replacement studies can be found in Suresh (1989) and 
Suresh (1990.b). According to Suresh (1989) there is a need for multiperiod replacement 
models that address the following issues relevant to flexible automation investments:

• The models should provide a framework for incremental implementation, with the 

one-time installation of an integrated system forming a special case.
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• The models should provide a rational basis for the monetary evaluation of hedging 
against Lincertainities.

• The models should take into account the several dimensions of flexibility of CNC- 
based systems.

In this chapter a mixed-zero-one nonlinear programming, multimachine, multiperiod re
placement model is developed for incremental implementation of flexible automation in
vestments. The model formulation is similar to Suresh (1989). Our suggestion is different 
from the earlier studies in a way that a new cost system suggested by Son (1991) is used 
and further refinements are provided in flexibility considerations. In the following sections 
we discuss the problem definition, flexibility considerations, and model formulation of our 
model consequently.

5.2 A Cost Estimation Model By Son (1991)

In Cliapter 4 we have addressc'd tha.t l.heie is a, ikhmI to deal with accounting probh.'ius in 
order to assess all true costs and benefits of flexible technolog3c In general, it is currently 
realized that existing cost measures should be updated for reliable decision making· about 
advanced manufacturing. Therefore, Son (1991) defines cost elements which should be 

included in the analysis of advanced manufacturing systems. Briefly, he defines costs of 
productivity, quality and flexibility and their components [see Figure (5.1) ]. He groups 

these three costs into two categories of Relatively Well-Structured Costs ( RWSC ) and 
Relatively Ill-Structured Costs ( RISC) . Productivity cost elements are RWSC because 
they are actual tangible input items required to make a product, which have been un
derstood by accountants for decades. On the other hand, quality and flexibiliW costs are 
RISC because there is no commonly accepted way of calculating these. Son (1991) di
vides the conventional manufacturing cost into direct labor, direct material and overhead. 
Overhead is broken into many categories for accurate evaluation of changes due to fac
tory automation. He also proposes a quantitative method of estimating the cost elements 
indicated in Figure (5.1) and presents various approaches to collecting parametric input 

data of the cost model.
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Figure 5.1: A cost system supporting analysis of advanced manufacturing systems: Son 
(1991)
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The rational for using such a. cost classification and the model formulation of Pa.i l·: Kf. Son 
(1988) have been discussed in Chapter 4, Section 4.2.5. In our model we use the cost 
classification indicated, in Figure (5.1), but omit quality cost items and add in-process 
inventory holding cost to include several additional aspects of flexibility.

5.3 Problem Context and Definition

Suresh (1990.c) states that the complexities of flexible automation s3'sterns generally re

quire the design and evaluation to be carried out in two phases: first, a high-level ap
proximation phase, follov/ed by detailed design and evaluation [ see Figure (5.2) ]. The 
purpose of tlic approximation phase is to narrow down the configuration choices. Given 
the numerous choices in part family, configuration, parameters and operating policies the 
number of candidate systems tends to explode. Therefore analytical approximations are 
required prior to detailed design and evaluation.

Our model is intended for use as an analjdical approximation. It is designed to serve as 
a decision support tool which is a component of the DSS model as described in Suresh 
(1990.a) and summarized in Chapter 4. However for our model, there is a need to integrate 

the cost estimation model provided by Son (1991) into the DSS model suggested by 
Suresh (1990.a). 'The notation is introduced under the categories of part family data 

[PF], configuration data [CF], accounting considerations [AC], operating policies [OP], 

and parameters [PR].

NOTATION

Part Family Data [PF] :

z G /  =  set of part types to be produced, 

j  G Ji =  set of operations for part type z,

D =  Ji ; set of all operations required.



Figure 5.2: Problem Context
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Φ C Ω =  set of operations which are unique i.e. require the same machine 
capability,

Dî n =  demand forecast for part type i in time n,

I Configuration Data [CF] :

a G A =  set of current machine types to be replaced, 

b ^ B =  set of new machine t}'̂ pes,

KaiKb =  capacity of machines a and b respectively (in hours),

=  equals 1 if operation j  of part type i can be performed in type a 
and b respectively; 0 otherwise,

U,j,b =  processing times lor operation j  of part type i in machine types a 
and b respectively,

SUij^a, SUij^b =  setup times per lot for operation j  of part type i in machine 
types a and b respectively,

C =  period after which the life time of machine type a ends,

Accounting Considerations [AC] :

Fa — capital cost of machine type a at the time of installation,

Fb̂ n — capital cost of machine type b at the time n,

Sâ n =  salvage value of machine a if replaced in time n,

DPa,ni DPb,n =  depreciation computed for machine types a and b for period /?., 

daidb =  straight line depreciation factors for machine types a and 6,

Pi .a — price of part type i in period n,

Cî n =  material cost per unit for part type i in period n,

î,j,a,ni î,j,b — variable cost ( labor, tooling, e.t.c. ) per unit of operation j  of 
part type i on machine types a and b respectively in period n,

î,j,b,n =  fixed cost ( floor space, computer software, e.t.c. ) per unit of 
operation j  of part ty])c i on machine types a and b respectively in period n,

â,nî b,n =  avarage fixed cost of machines a and b respectively in period n.
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ô i,j,b,n =  setup cost for Operation, j  of part type i in machine t3̂ pes a 
and b respectively, in period n,

=  unit waiting cost of operation j  of part type i in period n,

7 a =  idle cost per unit time for machine a,

7 t =  idle cost per unit time for machine b,

h-î n =  inventory holding cost per unit for part type i in period ■«,

Vî n =  iu process inventory holding cost per unit for part tyjje i in period n, 

BVm =  book value of the assets at the end of the planning horizon,

• Operating Policies [OP] :

Yâ n =  1 if machine type a is operational in period ?r, otherwise 0,

Zb,n =  1 if machine type b is operational in period ?r, otherwise 0,

Ni,j,a,n,Xi,j,b,n — production quantities for operation j  of part type i in time n 
in machine types a and b respectively,

Lî n =  lot size for part type i in time n,

=  inventory of part type i in time n.

ITa,ni ITb,n =  idle time of machines a and b respectively in period

ip — capacity slack factor 0 < </? < 1,

• Parameters [PR] :

n ^ N  =  set of time periods in the planning horizon ( N =  project life),

t =  marginal tax rate,

r„ =  discounting factor (1/(1 +

k =  minimum attractive rate of return.

It is assumed that a candidate part family which will be manufactured in the flexible 

automation system has been identified. The part types are denoted by the index set 
i G I. For a given part type i G I, the operations to be performed are denoted by the 
set j  G Ji- At present these operations are performed using the current machine types.
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or manufacturing processes, denoted by the index set a € A. Current machines a G A 
are earmarked to be progressively replaced by new, CNC machines, or modules denoted 
by the index set b G B. New machines h E B  are to be selected, progressively integrated 
and evaluated over planning horizon n G N. The binary variable Ka,n assumes a value of 
one if current machine a G /1 is operated in period n, and a value zero after it is phased 
out. Similarly, the binary variable Zb,n assumes a value zero if the new rnachine b is not 
installed in period n, and a value one after it is purchased.

The operation capabilities of the current machines a E A and new machines b E B  are 
represented by incidence matrix elements and respectively which assume a
value of one if operation j  of part type i ( i.e. operation { i ,j )  ) can be processed on the 
corresponding machine, and zero otherwise. The number of incidence matrix elements, 

equal to one is expected to be greater than number of elements equal to one 
since b E B  are flexible machines. Furthermore if == 1 then > 1 i-e.
the set of new machines must have at least one machine that can perform (i ,j)·  For each 
operation { i ,j )  setup and operation times are denoted by SUij^a , U,j,a , SUiĵ t, , for 
machines a E A and b E B  respectively. Similarly the setup costs cxiĵ a and , li.xed 
costs and Cijfi , variable costs itj.a and of operation (¿ ,i) on machines a E A and 
b E B  respectively are specified for each operation capability. At the same time the idle 
costs 7a,n and 'yt,,n associated with idle time at machines a E A and b E B  respectively in 
period n are considered. The unit waiting cost associated with each operation ( i ,j )  
performed in period n is taken into account.

The current machines are salvaged during the transition period, and the estimated scilvage 
value ( Sa,n ) contributes to the cash flow. The capital costs for new modules ( ), de
mand ( D,-,n ), price ( ) and material costs ( C',-,n ) need to be estimated for each period.

During the transition period parts may be produced using both current and new ma
chines. The assignment of operations and ¡production quantities is based on the opercition 

capabilities of the available machines and the optimal, economic utilization of flexibility.
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The operation sequence is assumed to be not importcuit Гог each г € i . Ihoduction quan
tities are denoted by the decision variables Xij,a,n and X{,j,b,n indicating the assignment 
of operation ( i ,j )  to machines a E A  and b E В  respectively in period n.

The objectives of the model are to determine the optimal replacement sequence (decision 

variables K,n and ), and the optimal assignment of production quantities ( decision 

variables Xij,a,n and Xij,b,n )· The objective function consists of the net present value 
of manufacturing operations including the investment expenses. Investment in flexible 
automation can be motivated by net savings from reduced setup, idle, waiting, and inven
t o r y  c o s t s  c o n s i < l c r c d  in t i u ;  o b j e c t i v e  f u n c t i o n .  A c t u a l l y  t h e s e  c o s t  i t e m s  a r e  i d e u t i l i e d  

as opportunity costs associated with not having flexibility.

In brief a part family and its manufacturing processes are modelled as a whole in contrast 
to machine-level equipment replacement problem. Specific aspects and advantages of 
flexibility like reduced setup costs and higher utilization are taken into account in order 

to justify the investment in flexible automation. A detailed discussion on opportunity 
costs of not having flexibility and how these are treated in the model is provided in the 
next section.

5.4 Modeling Flexibility

Modeling the economic impact of flexibility is a basic requirement for the evaluation of 
flexible autoiTicition. Because investment in flexible technolog}' make economic sense only 
if all true costs and benefits can be incorporated in the evaluation model. Therefore the 
capability-ease notion associated with flexibility has been adopted as discussed in Chapter 
9

^Manufacturing systems are designed under conditions of incomplete and uncertain knowl

edge. The process of designing a manufacturing system begins by defining the strategic 

derivers, including flexibility goals and developing a conceptual design ’ [Carter (1986)
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p:107] We assume that the use of flexible automation is validated conceptually during 
predesign depending on the flexibility goals. In fcict our model is aimed at determining 
the optimal replacement sequence by new flexible machines i.e. designing flexibility into 
the system in the most economical way. In the machine replacement context designing 
flexibility implies introducing new processing capabilities. These new processing capabil
ities may allow the system to cojDe with changes at a certain degree of ease. In general 
flexibility studied by the model solution is based on technological specifications. However 
by postoptimality analysis and obtaining solutions under different scenarios the flexibility 
of the complete system can be investigated.

In our model existing elemental capability (i.e. operation capabilities of machines) is rep
resented by a binary-valued parameter. The ease for a particular operation is measured 
by setup time and cost, fixed cost, variable cost, idle time, processing time and indirectly 
by lot size. Solving the model results in selecting the best capabilities considering ease 
tradeoffs i.e. an optimal design of flexibility. As an example of postoptimality analysis, 
since the solution is determined by the demand one would need to find the demand space 
over which the replacement sequence remains optimal. Sensitivity of the resulting NPV 
to demand changes shows capability and ease of the system to demand accomodate these 
changes. This also provides an indication of product and volume flexibilities.

The investment decision for new machines represents introducing a capability. All the 
current machines are allowed to be phased out if they need not to be operated for an 
optimal solution. If current machines are replaced by new machines machine flexibility 

is increased. However, replacement depends on whether or not the incremental net cash 
flows from replacement justify the added investment. That means introducing capability 
with a certain degree of ease recpiires a Ccipital outlay which needs to be justified. There

fore introducing a capability should translate into economic benefits like increasing the 
cash flows or leading the strategic benefits like improved lead time. At the siuue time, 
current machines need not to be replaced if their useful life is more than the planning 
horizon. If they are not replaced the sum of real and and opportunity costs associated 

with retaining the current machines is less than the sum of real and opportunity costs 

associated with implementing a new machine.
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‘  Opporlunily costs do noi represent uetual dollar outlays, ¡laitier they represent those 

economic benejits that are foregone as a result of pursuing some alternative course of 
action, and thus they are relevant to investment decisions. ’ [ Park & Son (1988) p:7j. 
In a multimachine replacement decision, our model is aimed at comparing the current 
machines with the alternative new machines. Therefore in our model four opportunity 
cost items are considered:

• setup,

• waiting,

• idle,

• inventory.

Thus the net savings from opportunity costs by introducing a capability (i.e. buying a 
new machine) can be viewed as economic benefits of flexible automation which are trans
lated into cash flows.

Generally, there is a cost associated with designing flexibility in a manufacturing system 
which increase the initial cost of the system and needs to be justified. Moreover there is 

a cost associated with not having flexibility. This is the opportunity cost associated with 

production lost, time spent, increased lead time etc. while coping with changes, in order 
to survive. Cost of not having flexibility is usually an opportunity cost as illustrated in 
figure[2.4]. Investment in flexible automation may result in net savings from these cost 
items and this would motivate to invest in flexible automation.

5.5 The Model

As mentioned before, the decision variables in the model include the configuration related 

binary variables ( To,n -̂ 6,n ) which gives the replacement sequence and the production
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assignments ( Xij,a,n and Xij,b,n ) and the lot sizes ( ). The constraints cind the
objective function are below.

5.5.1 Constraints

(1.) Hard Implementation Constraints:

Following two constraint sets ensure that current machiru's current machines are to be 
phased out and the new machines are installed:

Ya,n ^  ^a,n—1 VCl , Tl

b̂,n ^ Fb̂ n—1 \fh ,

It is assumed that:

• the disposal of a current machine occurs at the beginning of of a period,

• the new modules are to be implemented at the beginning of a period, and

• the new modules cannot to be replaced during the planning horizon.

The current machines ma}' have to be phased out by a specified time 
end of their useful time. This is ensured by the following constraint set

=  0  Vn =  C < N

(2.) Computing Depreciation:

, i.e. at the

Depreciation values are computed by the following two constraint sets using the straight- 

line method:

DPa,n =  H P a ,n -l  +  (i'a,n “  ya,n-\)Fada  Vu , TL

DPb,n =  DPb,n-i +  {Fb,n — Zb,n-i)Pb,ndb V 6 , n
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At the beginning of the planning horizon depriciation value of machine a E A is Fada, and 
it remains constant until a is phased out, and becomes 0 after a is disposcvl. Similarly 
at the beginning of the planning horizon depriciation value of machine 6 G 5  is 0, and it 
becomes constant when (Zb,n — Zb,n-i) — 1 i-e. when b is installed.

(3.) Inventory Balance Equations:

Next we consider inventory balance equations. Year-end inventory is taken into account. 
For a given product i E I  total production quantity in period n plus net inventory 
between periods (?r — 1) and n is set equal to demand

Nin d" Ii,n—1 lin ~  Din I i'll

(4.) Total Production Quantity of Operations:

Each operation j  E Ji can be assigned to both current and new machines. Thus during 
the planning horizon total production quantity of operations j  E Ji is split into quantity 
to be processed using current machines; X^a-i Ni,j,a,n , and quantity to be processed 
on new machines · For all y g /  it is assumed that all j  E Ji will be
performed only once. Total production quantity of j  E Ji is set equal to total production 

quantity of product i for all n.

A B

/  — ^ i,n  'di 1 J  1
a=l 6=1

n

(5.) Production Assignments on Machines:

The production quantities Xi,j,a,n and Xij,b,n for an operation i E Ji in period n can be 
assigned to machines a and b respectively only if the machines are capable of performing 

the operation and ojDerating in period n:

XiJ,a,n — ^a,n^i,j,aXi,n i j  i  ̂ i ^

Xi,j,b,n ^  Zb n̂' îii,bXi,n 'di 1 j  1  ̂ 1
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However these two constraint sets are nonlinear. Thus they are reformulated as:

Ĵ i,j,a,n ^  j j  1  ̂ 1 ^

Ni,j,b,n 1 J 1 1

If a machine is not operating in a given period then production assignment on that ma
chine is forced to be zero by the capacity constraints discussed below.

(6 .) C apacity  Constraints:

The capacity constraints take into account the processing and setup times for each ma
chine. Furthermore, capacity constraints ensure that if a machine a € A or 6 6 5  is not 
operational in a given period n production assignments are not made:

I Ji I Ji

^ ] V ̂ "b y  ] ^ Li^n) +  ITa,n  =  Va^n^^Ra Vo ,
i= l j = l  i= l j= l

I Ji I Ji

X /  ^^Ii,b{Xi,j,b,n/T,>) +  ITb,n = Zb,n Î<b V6 ,
1=1 i = l  t= l  i = l

n

n

ITâ n and ITb̂ n is the idle time (capacity slack) of machines a Ç. A and b Ç. B  respectively 
during the planning horizon. Idle time associated with not being able to process required 
operations having or unplanned underutilization of a ma,chine is penalized in the objective 
function. The factor has been used to introduce a capacity slack in order to avoid 
overscheduling the system. This factor can be different for different machines. Actually 
the factor (p allows increased routing flexibility which is explained later. To keep the 
formulation linear, the lot sizes Lî n can be assumed to be parameters, decided on the 
basis of management policy. If they are allowed to be a decision variables as is desirable 

then these constraints are nonlinear. By letting:

R.,n —

where denotes the number of lots per period, and adding constraints these will be

linear and nonlinear constraints are more easily handled using lagrange multipliers.
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( 7 . )  Redundant Operation Capabilities:

Increased operation capability within the system allows more than one routing for a given 
job and this ability can be utilized in response to machine breakdowns. Thus if the same 
operation capability is required more than one part following constraint ensures that 
redundancy in that operation capability is obtained at the end of the planning horizon:

A B

ya,NB}i,j,a +  > 2  Vj € Ip
a= l 6=1

(8.) Computing the Book Value of Assets at the end of The Planning Horizon:

The book value of assets at the end of the planning horizon is computed for inclusion in 
the objective function;

N B N B A

BVk  =  ~ Y Y  DPt,^ +  Y  Y,,nS.,m
n=l  6=1 n=l  6=1 a=l

5.5.2 The Objective Function

The objective function involves maximizing the net present value of the after tax cash 
flows over the planning horizon of N  years. Less obvious benefits of flexible automation 
is incorporated into the conventional NPV index so that the long-term manufacturing 
p e r f o r m a n c e ;  c a n  b e  m e a s u r e d .

First net present value of after tax cash flow from revenues of products sold, less material 
costs and the year-end inventory holding costs is expressed as;

N 1

Maximize NPV =  ^  '^ [Pini^in  +  P,n-i -  Un) — {CinXin +  hinhn)]{'^ -  t)rn
n=l  ¿=1

From this we subtract the outflows due to in-period inventory holding costs, operating 

costs, waiting costs, idle costs, and capital expenses.
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Lot sizes should be decision variables. However as mentioned before, if it is necessary to 
keep the formulation linear they can be set as parameters. Then assuming an average 
inventory of Tt,n/2 for part i work-in-process holding costs is given by:

N I

n = l  t=l

V a r i c i b l e  c o s t  i n c l u d e s  l a b o r ,  m a c h i n e ,  a n d  t o o l  c o s t s .  V c i r i a b l e  c o s t s  a r e  c a l c u l a t e d  a s  

follows:
1 J { j-v 1 xj X £j

-  E kE  E  E  +<E E  E  -  t y ,
n = l  2 =  1 j = l  a = l  2=1 j= l  6=1

Fixed cost consists of floor space and computer software. Fixed costs are expressed as:

N A B

~  ^ y  ^a.nla.n) +  — t)rn
n = l  a = l 6=1

In the above expression Ca.n and corresponds to the average estimated fixed cost in 
period n due to machines a and b respectively. In fact fixed cost can be cissigned to 
operations depending on whether or not they are processed on a given machine. That 
means parameter can be taken into account instead e.̂ „. But this requires, for
computational purposes to formulate the above expression as:

N I Ji A I J{ B

-EKEEEî '·-. n ! P ) \ ^ i , j , a , n y ^ a , n ) l r Cy ] ̂   ̂ p)\^i,j,h,nZb,n)\{}· 0̂’«
’ ¿=1 j= l b—1n—1 1=1 j —1 a=l

where p is a small enough number depending on the precisition of the computer. However 

the objective function turns out to be nonlinear.

Setup costs are considered next as follows:

n=l i= l j= l  a=l i=l J=1 6=1

As with the capacity constraints this is nonlinear, but can be linearized in a similar man

ner.
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Waiting costs are considered as Park & Son (1988) argue. It is assumed that there is no 
additional waiting due to early arrival of parts and material handling system carries the 
parts to the machines lot by lot. Thus the effect of the material handling system results 
in wating time of a unit at operation j  G J i  at machines a E A and b E B  respectively as;

U , j ,a  {L i^ n  1)

and
ti,j,h{̂ I>î n 1 )

If lot size equals one waiting costs disai^pear. This motivates to invest in machines which 
allow smaller lot sizes i.e. which have reduced setup costs. Thus waiting costs are written 

as:
N I Ji A I Ji B

— 'y ^ II,nh',i,u( h|,» ~ 0 ) T ,'y , /Sj,nA ~~ l))J''‘n
n= l  '¿ = 1 j  =  l a = l 1 = 1 i  = l 6=1

If the equipment has excess capacity idle time is inevitable. The idle time associated with 
planned excess capacity need not to be penalized. However if a machine does not have 
the required operational capability then production can not be assigned to it. This may 
result in unplanned an idle time. In our model machines which have unplanned excess 
capacity are penalized by an idle cost as follows:

N A B

n = l  0=1 6=1

The cash outflow due to the installation of new machines is calculated next. The capital 
cost of new machines may differ form period to period and thus the following term is 

included:
N B 

71=1 6=1

For machine h ^ B  the term {Zî n -  Zb^n-\) equals one only once: at the beginning of the 

period that b is installed.

Similarly salvage incomes of phcised out machines are considered as follows;

N A

1=1 a = l
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In the above expression tax is not considered because usually it is negligible.

The depreciation amounts ajid book value of cissets are computed in the constrexints and 
included in the objective function as:

N A B

+  DPa,n -1- ^  DPb^n]t Tn
n = l  a—1 6=1

PBVnvn

5.6 Flexibility Considerations and Postoptimality Anal
ysis

Finally we discuss various types of flexibility considered in the model. Flexibility type 
definitions assumed here have been explained in Chapter 2. Aggregate flexibilities are not 
discussed since they are hard to model. However market flexibility can be investigated 
by different scenarios of market conditions i.e. expected demand. Similarly production 
flexibility can be investigated by scenario analysis for products that are expected to be 
introduced. Modeling the transportation between machines as separate operations was not 
attempted therefore, material handling flexibility is not discussed below. As mentioned 

above it is assumed that material handling system carries the parts from one machine or 
FMC to another lot by lot. Furthermore, because a specific set part types is presumed to 

be given, operation flexibility is not considered explicitly. On the other hand an increase 
in operation flexibility is indicated by comparing the capability incidence matrices 

to the capability incidence matrices for the optimal set of modules. Let o € (9 denote the 
optimal set of modules. Then

j£Ji oEO

is the increa.se or decrease in the number of ways that operation j  € Ji can be processed. 

In brief our replacement model investigates machine flexibility directly and some other 

flexibility types indirectly.
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• M achine F lexib ility : Machine flexibility is represented by operation capabilities 

( binary valued parameters Wiĵ a and Wiĵ b )■ A setup cost associated with utilizing 
each operation capability is included in the objective function. The mathematical 
solution procedure will try to avoid assigning operations to a machine if there is 
a large setup cost. Thus investment in new machines with reduced setup costs is 
motivated indirectly. Moreover if operations are not assigned to machine because of 
high setup costs then the idle cost of that machine increases. This tradeoff between 
setup and idle costs will have an important role in the justification of investment 
in new machines. At the same time economical production of smaller lot sizes is 
possible with reduced setup costs. Smaller lot sizes may result in a better NPV be
cause of decreased waiting costs. Бог smaller lot sizes net savings from waiting costs 
will have a major role in the justification of the capital expenses of the new ma
chines. Thus the model incorporates a complex set of interrelations to determine the 
increased machine flexibility gained by implementing the new machines. In creased 
machine flexibility is indicated by:

E E E E E E
Ш;

lEl j£J oGO iEl jEJ aEA

which is the total number of part operations added by the optimal solution.

• P rocess F lexibility : Process flexibility is a result of machine flexibility. Minimiz
ing setup cost and time has a direct impact on this fle.xibilit}'. Process flexibility 
is indirectly considered in the above model by motivating reduced setup cost cind 
time. As indicated in table[2.1] one measure for process flexibility is the mix of 
parts that the system can produce without loosing efficiency. Thus by performing 
postoptimality analysis on the demand one can determine the range of demands for 
each product for which demand space remains optimal and gain insight into the 

range of product mixes the system can produce.

• P rod u ct F lexibility : Since a set of part types to be produced is assumed given, 
only the changes in production mix of the given part types can be considered. Thus 

the ease of change with which the part mix currently being produced is increased by 
motivating reduced setup costs and time and smaller lot sizes. Since the solution is 

determined by demand one can find the demand space over which the replacement 
sequence remains optimal to understand indirectly product flexibility obtained.
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• R ou tin g  F lexibility ; Alternate rountings are made possible the redundanc}'  ̂
in operation capabilities as well as versatilit)^ of the machines. At the end of the 
planning horizon redundancy is made sure for operation capabilities reciuired by 
more than one part type. The set redundancy constraints could significantly lower 
the optimal NPV. The model should be solved with and without these constraints in 
order to see the difference between optimal NPV values indicating the cost of having 
redundant operation capabilities. At the same time, because additional loads are 

imposed on alternate machines ( in case of machine breaJcdowns for example ) a 
capacity slack factor ip is introduced to attain routing flexibility.

• Expansion F lexibility: For the our problem of incremental implementation of 
flexible automation expansion flexibility is assumed to exist. That is an incremen
tal implementation is considered as the utilization of expansion flexibility over the 
planning horizon. Additional expansion flexibility will depend on the design of the 
individual modules in the optimal solution.

• V olum e F lexibility : Given the capacity constraints volume flexibility can be in
v e s t i g a t e d  by the resulting NPV for different scenarios of demand. However idle 
cost in the objective function may need not to be considered.

5.7 Binary versus Integer Variables

In our model formulation one module consists of one machine. In his similar multirnachine 
replacement model Suresh (1989) assumes that one module consists of more thiin one 
machines of the same type. However in a typical manufacturing system each machine 
has usually at least one different characteristic than the others. Cost items associated 
with machines may be different or idle time may be desirable for one machine while 
is not desirable for other machines. Because Suresh assumois more than oiu' machine 
in a module, he introduces decision variables associated with number of machines that 
are operating in a given period as integer variables. Thus production assignments are 
made to the modules. How to divide a production assignment of a module between the 
machines yields to another problem. Therefore we assume one machine for each module 

and introduce a binary variable associated with each module that are operating in a given
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period. This allows one to consider idle time of each machine individually and the solution 
results in a detailed production plan. However the number of binary and continuous 
Vcu'iables increases proportional to number of machines. A mixed integer formulation is 
also possible by rearranging the input data and foregoing a detailed production plan.



Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Research

A large literature pertaining to flexibility has accumulated over the last decade. However 

there exist differences of opinion on various ways of to formalize flexibility concept. ‘ 

Literature makes one thing abundantly clear: flexibility is multidimensional and complex 
’ [ Sethi & Sethi (1990) p:289 ].

Understanding flexibility is made difficult by its multidimensional nature. Based on a de
tailed review of the literature we have classified the conceptual frameworks on formalizing 
flexibility a.s

• type based understanding,

• change based understanding.

Both type based and change based approaches contribute a great deal to understanding 
the multidimensional nature of flexibility. Literature mainly focuses on the type based un
derstanding and thus flexibility types have become a communication tool. On the other 

hand, some authors [Kumar (1986), Gupta & Buzacott (1988), Sethi L· Sethi (1990), 
Chung & Chen (1989)] agree that flexibility types cause a confusion. We suggested the 
change based approach can provide a greater understanding of flexibility to managers 
whose knowledge about technological details is limited. Thus we have expanded Suresh’.s

104
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(1990.b) capability-ease definition to provide a basis for the understanding and shown 
tiiat it is equivalent to Buzacott and Gupta’s (1988) sensitivity and stability concepts for 
change based understanding of flexibility.

There have been a prevailing discussion between researchers on how flexibility relates to 

system performance. In fact, type based and change based approaches are two different 

ways of determining relevant performance measures associated with flexibility. Most ex
perts argue that performance evaluation of flexible systems needs to be carried out by a 
task force which consists of system engineers and managers. This is due to the fact that 
continuous performance improvement can be achieved throughout organizational learning 
and experimentation, and active mcinagemcnt participiition. Tims we have suggested a 
framework, ‘ capability - ease approach ’ , for the analysis of relevant performance mea
sures. If it is followed by a task force, capability - ease approach can contribute to a 
greater understanding of flexibility which lead to the selection of more approjDriate per
formance measures.

We have developed a mixed-zero-one, nonlinear programming, multimachine, multiperiod, 
replacement model for incremental implementation of flexible automation. Capability and 
ease notions are adapted for modeling flexibility and a reclassification of costs has been 

considered. A reclassification of costs is included in order to assess all true costs and 
benefits of flexible technology. Opportunity costs of not having flexibility are taken into 
account in order to investigate the foregone benefits by retaining the existing technology. 
Thus some specific aspects of designing flexibility and less obvious benefits of this tech
nology have been modeled in contrast to machine-level equipment replacement problem. 
Modeling the impact of material handling system have not been attempted, rather re
mained as an area of future research.

Since tlie model is aimed at meeting a given demand , there is no additional opportunity 
costs due to lost profit of making more products during idle and waiting times. Thus 
waiting cost per each operation is considered to be the cost of tied up capital in raw 

material for our input data.
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During the planning horizon material costs can change, and thus waiting cost/time 
of unit operation ( i ,j )  in period n is computed as:

a-.n k
number of hours in a year (8766)

In a similar manner, idle cost is considered to be tied up capital to the machines. For 
current machines a 6 A idle cost/time 7 o is computed as:

Fa C R F
la

Ka

where C R F  is the capital recovery factor. However for new machines b E B  idle cost/time 
76 is computed as

Fb C R F
lb =

Kb
Fb — Fb̂ n wheie Zb̂ n Zb̂ n—i — 1·

Tha.t is Fb depends on the period that b is insta,lled. Thus jb i·*̂ fornuilated as:

N

lb — ^ jjZb̂ n Zb̂ n—\)Fb̂ n
n=l

C R F
Kb

This 76 factor adds nonlinearity to the objective function.

Obtaining efficient solution procedures and computational results are our future research 
areas. The binary decision variables of the nonlinear model can be converted into general 
integer variables in order to decrease the number of binary and continuous decision vari
ables as discussed at the end of Chapter 5. In order to avoid nonlinearity in the objective 

function additional nonlinear constraints can be formulated and Lagrangian multipliers 
can be used to keep the constraint set linear. It may be possible to gain computational 
efficiency by developing branch and bound algorithm which branches on the 0-1 variables. 
Thus the model may be linearized for each branch and bound iteration.
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